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Abstract: The Magura Nappe is the largest and southernmost tectonic unit of the Western Outer Carpathians and
differ in lithofacies development from the Middle and Marginal groups of units. The age studies of the youngest 
deposits of the Magura Nappe play an important role in understanding the tectogenesis of the Outer Carpathians.
The aim of this work was to find the litho- and biostratigraphic correlation with the more external units. For this 
purpose the youngest deposits from selected sections of the Magura Nappe located east of the Skawa River were
chosen. For the lower limit of the youngest sediments Middle/Upper Eocene variegated shales with Reticulo
phragmium amplecten Grzybowski were taken.
The analysis of nannoplankton assemblages enable to establish the age of these deposits which varies from
Middle Eocene (NP15) up to Upper Oligocene (NP25) and Lower Miocene (NN2). The Eocene/Oligocene
boundary lies within the NP21 nanno zone and was found in the Krynica Zone within the Globigerina Marls 
(Leluchów section) in the Raca Zone within Poprad Sandstone Mbr of the Magura Fm. and in the Siary Zone
within supra Magura (Budzów) Beds (Budzów section) Wątkowa Sandstone (Ropica and Małastów sections) and
within Zembrzyce (sub Magura) Beds (Folusz section).
In the Raca and Krynica zones the youngest Upper Oligocene deposits from the studied sections belong to
the Malcov Fm. whereas in the Siary Zone they belong to the supra Magura (Budzów) Beds. The age of the 
Malcov Fm. was determined as NP24 in Leluchów and as NP25 in the Nowy Sącz 1borehole  whereas the Budzów
Beds belong to zone NP24. The youngest deposits so far described from the Magura Nappe belong to the Zawada
Fm. whose age was determined as NN2. In the Polish part of the Bystrica Zone deposits younger than NP18 have
so far not been found.
The analysis of autochtonous nannoplankton assemblages from the Magura Basin enable to follow the 
palaeoecological changes in the Magura Basin  both in regional and global sense from Late Eocene through
Oligocene. The global changes are the drop of the water temperature accompanied by the progressing eutrophica
tion of the Magura Basin.
Further events were also recorded in zone NP23. The assemblage of this zone was characterised by the 
presence of species which are believed to be indicative of brackish water and restricted to the Paratethys region.
Key words: the youngest deposits of the Magura Nappe calcareous nannofossil palaeoecology Middle Eocene
Lower Miocene  West Carpathians.
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INTR DUCTI N
The Magura Nappe is the largest and southernmost tec
tonic unit of the Western Outer Carpathians and differ in li
thofacies development from the Middle and Marginal
groups of units. The age studies of the youngest deposits of
the Magura Nappe play an important role in understanding
the tectogenesis of the Outer Carpathians. The aim o f this
work was to find the litho and biostratigraphic correlation
with the youngest deposits o f the more external units known
as the Moldavides (Fig. 1). This paper was prepared on the
basis of the author s PhD thesis Lithostratigraphy and nan
nofossils biostratigraphy o f the youngest deposits from the
middle part o f the Magura Nappe (Polish Outer Carpathi
ans)  which was written at the Institute o f Geological Sci




















   
    
 
      
       
         
       
       
          
          
        
      
         
     
        
        
        
        
         
      
      
       
          
     
          
        
        
       
         
       
         
         
        
       
          
       
         
        
         
          
       
       
         
         
        
         
       
           
        
    
         
         
       
       
         
       
        
 
      
        
     
      
         
          
       
         
      
                     
                 
                 
                   
 
140 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
PREVI US NANN PLANKT N STUDIES
 F THE PALAE GENE DEP SITS FR M
THE MAGURA NAPPE
Calcareous nannoplankton studies in Poland were initi
ated by Radomski (1967 1968  1971) who introduced Pol
ish readers to the principles of biology ecology systematic
and the stratigraphy o f Coccolithophorale . He also estab
lished the nannoplankton zonations o f Palaeogene deposits
in the Outer Carpathians with a special emphasis on the
Babia Góra region in the Magura Nappe. Ten years later 
Olszewska & Smagowicz (1977) proposed a new biostra
tigraphical scheme of the Late Cretaceous Palaeogene de
posits from the Dukla Unit based on foraminiferal and cal
careous nannoplankton investigations. The nannoplankton
of the sub Menilite Globigerina Marls (SMGM) in Znami
rowice (Silesian Unit) were studied by Aubry (see Van Cou
vering et al., 1981)  who determined their Late Eocene
(NP19 20 ? NP21) age. The nannoplankton research that
was initiated by Radomski (1968) in the Magura Nappe was
continued by Birkenmajer & Dudziak (1981). These authors
established the nannofossil biostratigraphy of the Palaeo
gene deposits in the peri Pieniny Klippen Belt zone (Fig. 2). 
The age of the Szczawnica Fm. was determined as Upper
Paleocene Lower Eocene (NP9 11). The deposits belong
ing to sub Magura Beds and Łącko Marls were assigned as
Lower Eocene (N P10 N P11) whereas the age of the Fryd
man Beds and Magura Sandstones were determined as
Lower Eocene (NP11 NP12). The same ages were also sug
gested by Birkenmajer & Dudziak (1988b) for the beds lo
cated within the Pieniny Klippen Belt. These authors (Birk
enmajer & Dudziak 1988a) on the basis of nannofossil es
tablished the Lower Oligocene (NP21) age of the Malcov
Beds in Samorody near Nowy Targ. The nannoplankton
studies o f Palaeogene deposits from Krynica were contin
ued by Dudziak (see Oszczypko et al., 1990). This author
established the Upper Paleocene (NP9) age o f the Szczaw
nica Fm. the Lower/Middle Eocene (NP10 14) age o f the
Zarzecze Fm. the Lower to Upper Eocene (NP10 11 to 
NP18) age o f the Piwniczna Mbr o f the Magura Fm. and the
Upper Eocene (N P19 20) age o f the Malcov Fm. In the
early 1990’s Olszewska & Smagowicz (see Cieszkowski 
1992)  on the basis o f their foraminiferal and nannoplankton
studies determined the age o f the Waksmund and Bystre
beds (peri Klippen Belt zone of the Magura Nappe) as Up
per Oligocene to Middle Miocene. In 1996 the author (Osz
czypko 1996) published her results based on more detailed
nannoplankton research of the SMGM (Leluchów Marl Mbr
of the Malcov Fm.). Finally the age o f the marls was estab
lished as Upper Eocene Lower Oligocene (N P19 21 see
Oszczypko Clowes 1998). More recently Oszczypko
Clowes (1999) established age of the Smereczek Shale Mbr
(Menilite Beds) to be Early Oligocene (NP22 NP23) and
the Malcov lithofacies to be Upper Oligocene (NP24).
The nannofossil assemblages from selected sections of
the Bystrica facies zone were studied by Dudziak (1991) 
who determined the ages of the following formations:
uppermost part o f the Ropianka Beds Upper Paleo
cene (NP9) 
Łabowa Fm. the Lower Eocene (NP11) 
Beloveza Fm. Lower to Middle Eocene (NP12
NP17) 
Bystrica Fm. Middle Eocene (NP14) 
Żeleźnikowa Fm. Middle Eocene (NP16 NP17) 
Maszkowice Mbr o f the Magura Fm. Upper Eocene
(NP18).
In the Raca facies zone Aubry (see Van Couvering et
al., 1981) described the Middle Eocene calcareous nanno
plankton from the upper part o f the variegated shales (Łabo
wa Shale Fm.) in Polany near Grybów.
Fig. 1. Tectonic position of the Magura Nappe in Poland and Slovakia (after Żytko et al., 1989 and Vozar & Kaćer (1996) supple
mented). I crystalline core of the Tatra Mts  2 High Tatra and sub Tatra units  3  Podhale flysch 4 Pieniny Klippen Belt 5 Magura
Nappe 5a  Malcov Fm.  6 Grybów unit 7 Dukla unit 8 Fore Magura unit 9  Silesian unit 10  Sub Silesian unit I I  Skole unit 
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Fig. 2. Lithostratigraphy of the Magura Nappe in Poland (after Oszczypko & Oszczypko Clowes 2002). 1 pelagic shales 2 pelagic
marls 3 hemipelagic variegated shales 4 -  black shales a  horstones 5 distal lime turbidites 6 distal turbidites 7  thick bedded
carbonate turbidites 8 chanel fan turbidites (muscovite) 9 chanel fan turbidites (glauconite) 10 conglomerates 11 tuffites  12
lithostratigraphic unit (see Birkenmajer & Oszczypko 1989; Oszczypko 1991): 1 Hulina Fm. 2 Malinowa Fm. 3 Haluszowa Fm. 
and Kanina Beds  4 Jaworzynka Beds 5 Ropianka Beds 6  Mutne and Łyska sandstones 7 Szczawina Sandstones 8 Jarmuta Fm.  
9 Szczawnica Fm. 10 Łabowa Fm.  11 Beloveza Fm. 12 Zarzecze Fm.  12a Krynica Sandstone Mbr 13 Bystrica Fm.  14
Żeleźnikowa Fm. Magura Fm.: 15a Piwniczna Mbr  15b  Maszkowice Mbr.  15c  Mniszek Mbr  15d  Poprad Mbr  16  Ciężkowice
Sandstones 17 Pasierbiec Sandstones 18 Zembrzyce (sub Magura) Beds 19 Malcov Fm. 19a Leluchów Marls Mbr  19b
Smereczek (Menilite) Mbr  20 Wątkowa Sandstone 21  Budzów (supra Magura) Beds 22  Zawada Fm. 23 Stare Bystre Beds
- -  -
- - -  - - -
- - - - -
- - -
-  - -  -  -
- - - - - - -
-  -  - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - -
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142 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
In the Siary facies zone south o f Myślenice the calca
reous nannoplankton o f the supra Magura Beds (Krzczo
nów and Tokarnia sections) were studied by Birkenmajer &
Dudziak (1988c). In both cases the ages o f these beds were
determined as Lower Oligocene (NP21). Recently Kop
ciowski (1996) assigned the supra Magura Beds from Ma
łastów near Gorlice to the Lower Oligocene (N P2I 22) 
whereas the olistrostome beds from Gładyszów were classi
fied as Upper Oligocene NP24 (Kopciowki & Garecka 
1996). In 1999 Oszczypko Clowes published new biostra
tigraphical data from the Budzów Ropica Górna and Ma
łastów sections. The results o f this study are included in this
paper.
The nannofossil assemblages o f Eocene Oligoccnc de
posits from the Krynica facies zone in Slovakia were also
analysed. The Malcov Beds in the Mala Domasa section (SE
of Bardejov) were assigned by Bystricka et al. (1970) to the
Early Oligocene. The same beds in Orava were assigned by
Potfaj (1983) to zones NP17 NP21 (Middle Upper Eo
cene).
STUDIED SECTI NS AND SAMPLE
PREPARATI N
The field studies o f the youngest deposits from the M a
gura Nappe were carried out between 1996 1999. For the
lower limit o f these sediments the Middle/Upper Eocene
variegated shales with Reticulophragmium amplecten 
Grzybowski were taken.
In the Siary and Raca facies zones these shales belong
to the uppermost part o f the Łabowa Fm. whereas in the
Bystrica and Krynica zones they belong to the Mniszek
Shale Mbr of the Magura Fm. Taking this supposition into
account the following lithostratigraphic units were investi
gated: Hierogliphic Beds Zembrzyce Beds Wątkowa
Sandstones Budzów Beds Poprad Sandstone Mbr o f the
Magura Fm. Malcov and Zawada fms. In addition from the
Krynica and Bystrica zones the other deposits were also
studied which could belong to the Poprad Mbr or Malcov
Fm. All together 15 sections and 3 exposures were studied
from the given localities (Fig. 1):
Siary Zone: Budzów near Sucha Ropica Górna Ma
łastów and Folusz near Gorlice and Olchowiec near Dukla;
Raca Zone: Naściszowa Zabełcze and Biegonice close
to Nowy Sącz borehole Nowy Sącz I and Lubień near My
ślenice;
Bystrica (Sącz) Zone: Gołkowice south o f Stary Sącz 
Poręba Górna Koninki Konina and Lubomierz near
Mszana Dolna;
Krynica Zone: Leluchów near Muszyna Kosarzyska
and Hanuszów near Piwniczna.
Detailed studies with respect to the sections o f the
Bystrica Zone (except Gołkowice one) were already pub
lished by the author (see Oszczypko et al., 1999b). For this
reason the data obtained from Poręba Górna Koninki 
Konina and Lubomierz were omitted. At the same time in 
order to illustrate the whole range o f species the author de
cided to include the photographs o f the species from the
above mentioned sections.
The vast majority o f the samples used for the nannofos
sil analyses were collected during the author’s field work.
However some of them were obtained from N. Oszczypko
(borehole Nowy Sącz I and exposure Biegonice A) as well
as from E. Malata (Biegonice B). All 300 samples were pre
pared using the standard smear slide technique for light mi
croscope (LM) observations. The investigation was carried
out under LM at a magnification o f lOOOx using parallel and
crossed nicols. Several o f the specimens photographed in 
LM are illustrated in figures 36 42.
THE LITH STRATIGRAPHIC L GS  F
THE MIDDLE E CENE-L WER
MI CENE DEP SITS
Siary Zone
Budzów section. This section is located on the northern
slope o f the Beskid Makowski Range along the Droździna
stream (Figs 1 3). In this section the Zembrzyce (sub
Magura) Beds occur at the top of the Pasierbiec Sandstones
and are represented by a 100 m thick sequence o f dark
greyish and black marly shales with intercalations o f fine
grained calcareous thin to medium bedded muscovite
sandstones (Figs 3 5 see also Książkiewicz 1966  1974; 
Oszczypko Clowes 1999). Higher up in the section (Fig.
6)  there is a complex (325 m thick) o f the Wątkowa Sand
stones (see Koszarski & Koszarski 1985). These are blue
greenish poorly calcareous fine to medium grained some
times conglomeratic thick bedded glauconitic sandstones
(up to 2.0 m). Subordinately the sandstones are intercalated
with layers o f dark marls and turbiditic marly mudstones.
Fig. 3. Geological map of the Budzów area (after Książkie
wicz  1974 supplemented). 1 Ciężkowice Sandstones 2
Łabowa Fm.  3 Hierogliphic Beds 4 Zembrzyce Beds 5
Wątkowa Sandstones 6 Budzów Beds  7 Quaternary 8 



































    
               
                
           
            
                    
                  
               
                       
                 
                  
                 
               
             
                   
            
                    
          
     
       
        
         
         
       
           
          
        
          
            
          
         
      
         
        
         
       
      
    
       
       
      
       
             
         
           
        
NANNOFOSSIL BIOSTRATIGRAPHY POLISH FLYSCH CARPATHIANS 143
Fig. 4. Geological cross section (A B) along Droździnka stream in Budzów (loc. see -  Fig. 3). 1  variegated shales 2 glauconitic 
thick bedded sandstones and conglomerates 3 thin bedded sandstones and shales 4 - thick bedded sandstones and conglomerates 5
turbiditic marls 6 sole marks 7  samples localities 8 lithostratigraphic units: 1 Ciężkowice Sandstones 2 Łabow a Fm.  3 Pasier
biec Sandstones 4 Zembrzyce Beds 5 Wątkowa Sandstones 6 Budzów Beds
Fig. 5. Explanations to figures 6  9  11 14 17 19  22  25 27  43  44 . 1 variegated shales 2 green calcareous shales 3  grey cal
careous shales 4  dark grey shales 5 greenish grey calcareous shales 6  dark russet marly shales 7  dark bituminous shales (Meni-
lite Shales)  8  greenish grey marly mudstones and claystones 9 olive grey non calcareous claystones and mudstones 10 greenish
yellow marly mudstones a sideritic concretions 11 red marls 12 greyish green marls 13 olive marls 14 beige marls 15
creamy marls 1 6  creamy greenish marls 17 grey  soft marls 1 8 russet marls 19 dark grey siliceous turbiditic marls 20 Łącko
type bluish grey marls 21 Łącko type grey marls 22  laminated marls 23 sandy marls 24 thin bedded turbidites with intercalation
of red shales 25 thin- and medium bedded sandstones with intercalations of non calcareous shales 26 feldspar glauconitic fine and 
medium grained sandstones  27 feldspar glauconitic coarse and very coarse grained sandstones 28 glauconitic fine and medium
grained sandstones 29  glauconitic coarse and very coarse grained sandstones 3 0 muscovite fine and medium grained sandstones 31
muscovite coarse and very coarse grained sandstones 32 conglomerates 33 spherosiderites 34 bentonitic shales 35 tuffites: 
Gąsiory  & Polany  3 6 convolution 3 7 clasts  3 8 slurry structures Middle Miocene: 39 claystones and mudstones 4 0 sands 
41 gravels; 42 macrofauna detritus 43 flora flakes 44 Reticulophragmium amplecten , 45 SGM type microfauna 46 palaeo
transport direction
The uppermost part of the Budzów section belongs to the
Budzów (supra Magura) Beds (Książkiewicz 1966). The
complex consists of green greyish greyish and brown 
marly shales and marls with sporadic intercalations o f glau
conitic sandstones 0.3 to 1 m thick. These marls are some
times silicifted and accompanied by a few centimetres of
thick homstone layers (Książkiewicz 1966). In this section
the thickness of the Budzów Beds is 300 m whereas the to
tal thickness of the deposits is up to 600 m (Książkiewicz 
1966).
Ropica Górna section. This section is located along
the Sękówka stream which in turn forms the right tributary
o f the Ropa river in the Beskid Niski Mountains (Figs 1 7).
The studied section starts at the top of the Pasierbiec Sand
stone and displays a 5 meter thick sequence o f Zembrzyce
(sub Magura) Beds represented by thin bedded turbidites
with intercalations o f marly shales (Fig. 8 see also Sikora 
1970; Widz 1985; Kopciowski 1996). In the upper part of
the sequence a 10 20 cm thick layer of brown Menilite like
shales was found (see Ślączka & Kaminski 1998).
Higher up in the section Wątkowa Sandstones (Koszar
ski & Koszarski 1985; Widz 1985; Kopciowski 1996; 
Oszczypko Clowes 1999) were exposed. Their basal part 
which is 30 m thick belongs to light non calcareous glau
conitic medium to coarse grained thick bedded sandstones
(0.6 1.5 m) and conglomerates (Fig. 9). These sandstones
are rich in muddy clasts (up to 15 cm in diameter) and are
also intercalated by thin layers o f grey marly claystones.
These sandstones are followed by a 20 m thick packet of
massive grey marls with intercalations of thin to thick
- - - -
- - - - -
- - - - - -
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Fig. 7. Geological map of the Ropica Górna and Małastów area (after Sikora  1968; Koszarski & Tokarski 1968; Widz 1985  supple
mented). 1 Inoceramian Beds 2 Łabowa Fm. and Zembrzyce Beds 3 Wątkowa Sandstones 4  Budzów Beds  J faults 6 geologi
cal cross section (see Figs 8 10) 7 samples localities
bedded glauconitic sandstones. This interval passes up
wards into a 40 45 m thick sequence of granule conglomer
ates and medium to coarse grained glauconitic thick
bedded sandstones with Tabc Bouma intervals. This se
quence is followed by a 1 m thick layer o f grey marls and a
30 m thick sandstone interval. The sandstones are covered
by a few metres thick packet o f grey marls marly shales 
dark brown non calcareous shales with intercalations of
-  - -
- -
­




                 
              
                  
        
       
      
 
           
            
      
         
         
        
         
           
          
          
          
        
 
        
       
        
        
          
         
          
      
      
         
             
      
          
        
      
        
          
           
          
       
 
        
      
         
          
         
        
        
     
     
           
       
      
    
         
         
        
        
         
          
          
         
       
       
        
         
          
       
           
           
       
         
         
       
       
           
      
          
         
      
       
           
       
        
   
     
          
        
146 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
Fig. 8. Geological cross section (C D) along Sękówka stream in Ropica Górna (loc. see Fig. 7). I variegated shales 2  glauconitic 
thick bedded sandstones and conglomerates 3 thin bedded sandstones and shales 4 -  thick bedded sandstones and conglomerates 5
turbiditic marls 6 sole marks 7 samples localities 8 lithostratigraphic units: 1 Ciężkowice Sandstones 2 Łabowa Fm. 3 Pasier
biec Sandstones 4 Zembrzyce Beds 5 Wątkowa Sandstones
fine calcareous thin bedded sandstones. These marls pass
upwards into a few  very thick bedded amalgamated peb
bly sandstones.
The first sandstone layer (up to 1.5 m thick) filled the
erosional channel up to 40 cm deep. The basal surface of the
conglomerate reveals huge flute casts indicating palaeo
transport towards SW (210 ) whereas the upper part o f
beds display trough cross lamination. This part of the bed
contains fragments of molluscs and Nummulite (see Slącz
ka & Kaminski 1998). This thickening upward sequence is
terminated by a 3 m thick layer o f very coarse to fine
grained sandstone. This part o f the section is cut by a
NE -SW trending normal fault (Fig. 5). In the hanging wall
occurs a 35 40 m thick packet of massive greyish marls
with sporadic intercalations of very thick bedded (1 2.5 m)
pebbly sandstones.
Małastów section. This section is located along Ma
łastówka stream on the northern slope o f the Magura Malas
towska Mt (Fig. 7). The section consists of Wątkowa
Sandstones and Budzów Beds. The Wątkowa Sst.  up to
1000 m thick can be divided into three sequences. The
thickness o f the individual sequences varies from 100 to 500
m (Figs 10  11). The basal sequence about 400 m thick is
composed of thick bedded sandstones with subordinate in
tercalations o f green greyish soft marls black brown marls 
and yellowish mudstones. The middle part o f the sequence
reveals two packets o f marls which are 3 to 8 m thick and
contain intercalations o f brown Menilite type shales.
The middle sequence up to 500 m thick is dominated
by very thick bedded (2 2.5 m) coarse to granule grained
sandstones and fine conglomerates. These sandstones dis
play a large convolution and plastically deformed slurried
divisions at the top of the beds. The sandstones alternate
with marly shales which are up to 1.5 m thick. The se
quence terminates with a 10 m thick packet o f marls. In this
sequence the flute casts reveal palaeotransport towards the
SW (230 ).
The uppermost sequence of Wątkowa Sst. (up to 100
thick) is composed of thick bedded sandstones (0 .8 lm )
and is accompanied by soft marly layers 1.5 10 m thick.
These sandstones pass into the Budzów Beds which are at
least 470 m thick (Fig. 11). The lower part o f the Budzów
Beds (200 m thick) is composed of light slightly calcareous
and poorly sorted glauconitic sandstones 0.3 1.8 m thick.
These sandstones resemble Harklowa type sandstones
(see Oszczypko 1973; Oszczypko etal., 1999b) and are ac
companied by grey marls (0.3 3 m thick). Higher up in the
section there are thin to medium bedded glauconitic sand
stones with intercalations o f brown greenish silicified
marls up 2 3 m thick.
Folusz section. The Folusz section is located along the
Klopotnica stream on the northern slope o f the Magura
Wątkowska Range in the Beskid Niski Mts (Figs 1 12). The
studied section is composed of the Łabowa Fm. the Zem
brzyce Beds and the basal part o f the Wątkowa Sst.
The Zembrzyce Beds 60 m thick crops out at the top of
the variegated shales of the Łabowa Fm. (Figs 13 14). The
lower portion o f these beds is represented by green greyish
non calcareous shales with rare intercalations o f grey bluish
very fine grained and very thin bedded sandstones. Higher
up in the section dark grey and dark brown marly clay
stones with a jarosite coating are visible (see Koszarski & 
Koszarski 1985). These are overlain by a 0.4 m thick bed of
poorly cemented medium to coarse grained sandstone. The
sandstones are rich in small clasts o f brown shales and co
alified flakes. The sandstones are overlain by a 1.5 m thick
layer of green greyish shales which Sikora (1970) corre
lated with SMGM. The basal part of the Wątkowa Sst. 
(about 30 m thick) is composed of thick bedded (up to 1.3
m) coarse grained glauconitic sandstones with Tabc Bouma
intervals and fine conglomerates with intercalations of
brown marly shales. These beds pass upwards to a series of
amalgamated very coarse grained sandstones and fine con
glomerates up to 6 m thick which display features o f a 
sandy grain flow. The studied section terminates with light 
very coarse quartzitic sandstones with a ripple cross convo
lution often convoluted. These sandstones are intercalated
with thin layers o f marly claystones and with a very thin
layer o f laminated non calcareous claystone (tuffite ?).
This part of the Wątkowa Sst. revealed palaeotransport to
ward the SW (200 240 ).
 lchowiec section. The studied section is located along
the lower flow of the Olchowiec stream on the southern
slope o f the Suchań Jasieniów Range in the Beskid Niski
-
- - - - -
- - - - -
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148 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
Fig. 10. Geological cross section (E  F) along Małastówka stream in Małastów (loc. see  Fig. 7). I variegated shales 2 glauconitic 
thick bedded sandstones and conglomerates 3  thin bedded sandstones and shales 4 thick bedded sandstones and conglomerates 5 
turbiditic marls 6 sole marks 7 samples localities 8 lithostratigraphic units: 2  Łabowa Fm.  3 Pasierbiec Sandstones 4 Zem
brzyce Beds  5  Wątkowa Sandstones 6  Budzów Beds
Mts (Figs 1 15). In this section only the Budzów Beds were
subjected both to litho and biostratigraphical studies (Figs
16  17). These beds up to 300 m thick occur at the top of
the Wątkowa Sst. (see Miziolek 1990)  and are represented
by thick (up to 12 m) packets o f brown olive dark greenish
or dark greyish claystones and marly mudstones which are
often silicified. The characteristic feature o f the Budzów
Beds is their rhythmic repetition o f thick bedded glauco
nitic sandstones (0.4 0.6 m). In the Olchowiec section very
thick bedded sandstones are rather rare. These green
greyish sandstone (up to 3 m bed thick) reveal a parallel
lamination at the base and a large scale cross stratification
or convolution at the top. At about 150 and 200 m above the
base of the Budzów Beds sideritic marls (up to 60 cm thick)
were observed (Fig. 17).
Raca Zone
Naściszowa Zabełcze section. The Nasciszowa Za
belcze combined section (Figs 1 18) is representative for
the northern surrounding o f the Nowy Sącz Basin. In the
middle course of the Naściszowski stream Hieroglyphic
and Zembrzyce beds were studied. The Poprad Sandstone
Mbr of the Magura Fm. was studied from the Zabełcze sec
tion. In the Naściszowski stream Hieroglyphic Beds 210 m
thick occur above the variegated shales o f the Łabowa Sh. 
Fm. (see Oszczypko 1973; Oszczypko & Wójcik 1992). 
The uppermost part of the Hieroglyphic Beds is composed
of very thin (1 5 cm) and thin bedded sandstones with rela
tively thick intercalations o f green greyish non calcareous
claystones and rare very thin (1 2 cm) intercalations of
dark grey marly claystones (Fig. 19). Higher up in the sec
tion Zembrzyce Beds (up to 110 m thick) are exposed
(Oszczypko 1973). These are made up o f 1.5 2.0 m thick
packets o f thin bedded turbidites with intercalations of
dark grey massive marly mudstones with a parallel lamina
tion. The Poprad Sandstone Mbr o f the Magura Fm. begins
with a 0.8 m thick layer o f the light grey medium grained 
muscovite reach sandstone. These sandstones display pa
laeotransport towards the SW (240 ).
Zabełcze exposures (see Oszczypko 1973) are located
in the road cut and in the abandoned quarry in the Lubinka
stream outlet (Fig. 18). The thick bedded (1 3 m) medium
to coarse grained sandstones with a muddy marly cement
are exposed in the road cut. These sandstones are interca
lated with layers (few dozen cm thick) o f green greyish 
non calcareous claystones. The flute marks revealed pa
laeotransport towards the 70 (WSW).
Nowy Sącz I borehole. This borehole was drilled in the
S periphery o f Nowy Sącz (Fig. 18 see also Oszczypko 
1973; Oszczypko & Wójcik 1992). In the borehole at a
depth up to 540 m occur clayey sandy deposits with numer
ous thin seams of lignite o f the Upper Badenian Biegonice
Fm. (Oszczypko 1973; Oszczypko etal., 1992). Below this
depth folded deposits o f the Magura Nappe were reached
(Figs 20 22). These deposits belong to the Malcov and Ma
gura fms o f the Raca Zone (Oszczypko 1973; Blaicher &
Oszczypko 1975). The depth interval 540 602 m is repre
sented by dark greyish mainly non calcareous claystones
with sporadic intercalations (1 25 cm) of mudstones and
very fine muscovite sandstones. Further down (602.0 606.5
m) fragments o f light yellowish marls which could be the
equivalent o f SMGM were reached (Oszczypko 1973). Be
neath the marls down to a depth o f 618.7 m  dark greyish
calcareous claystones and mudstones containing a few in
tercalations o f thick bedded muscovite sandstones were
pierced. At 618.7 620.8 m there is a layer o f brown cho
colate claystone and dark greyish claystones. Deeper still 
to a terminal depth 704 m  occur poorly cemented thick
bedded muscovite sandstones (Fig. 22). The Upper Eo
cene Lower Oligocene age of the Malcov Fm. (depth
540.0 618.7 m) was determined on the basis of poorly pre
served foraminifera assemblages whereas the thick bedded
sandstones from interval 618.7 704.0 m were regarded as 
the Upper Eocene Magura Fm. o f the Raca Zone (Osz
czypko 1973). For the purpose o f nannofossil studies the
samples were collected only from the upper part o f the Mal
cov Fm.
Lubień quarry. This small quarry is located south of
Myślenice (Fig. 1) on the left bank o f the Krzeczowski
stream the left tributary of the Raba river. The quarry dis
plays a sequence o f thick bedded muscovite sandstones of
the Poprad Mbr o f the Magura Fm. (see Borysławski 1982). 
These sandstones are intercalated with thin green greyish
- - -  -  -
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150 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
Fig. 12. Geological map of the Folusz area (after Koszarski &
Tokarski 1968  supplemented). Silesian Unit: 1 Krosno Beds;
Magura Nappe: 2 Inoceramian Beds 3  Łabowa Fm.  4  Zem
brzyce Beds 5 Wątkowa Sandstones 6 Budzów Beds  7 Ma
gura overthrust 8 faults 9  geological cross section
marly claystones. The samples were collected from marly
intervals.
Biegonice section. This section is located on the right
bank of the Poprad river close to the outlet of the Żeleź
nikowski stream (Figs 18  23). The section was first de
scribed by Oszczypko (1973) who established the Oligo
cene deposits of the Malcov Fm. at the front of the Bystrica
Zone thrust (see also Blaicher & Oszczypko 1975). Later 
Oszczypko et al. (1990) also included thick bedded
Łącko type marls to the Malcov Fm. Recently Oszczypko
et al. (1999c) suggested that the Malcov Beds in the Bie
gonice section could belong to the Lower Miocene Zawada
Fm. For the purpose of nannofossil studies the samples
were collected from the former Malcov Fm. (sequence A) as 
well as from Łącko type marls (sequence B) (Fig. 24). Se
quence A cropps out in the escarpment of the landslide (Figs
23 25  see also Oszczypko 1973). This sequence begins
with at least a 1 m thick bed of green yellowish calcareous
mudstones with a Mn coating and is followed by a 0.3 m
layer o f light creamy marls and olive green marly clay
stones at the top. Further up there is a 0.6 m thick layer of
creamy and olive soft marls with intercalations of soft very
fine grained sandstones (1 3 cm thick). The next layer (1 m
thick) consists of green yellowish calcareous claystones and
mudstones with a horizon o f sideritic concretion at the base
(see Oszczypko 1973). The last two layers which are 0.25
and 0.5 m thick are built up o f grey marly claystones and
cream greenish marls with intercalations o f grey claystones.
These claystones are cut by the subvertical fault. In the
hanging wall o f the fault occur massive Łącko type marls
common to sequences A and B.
Sequence B (Figs 23 26) begins with an at least 1.3 m
thick bed of hard bluish marl o f the Łącko type and is
followed by a 1 m thick layer o f marly claystone and soft
marls. These grey and brown deposits are intercalated with
7 cm of blue greyish fine grained calcareous cross
laminated sandstone and are followed by three layers (5 15
cm thick) o f bentonitic claystones. Higher in the section oc
cur light coloured thick bedded (1.2 m) glauconitic mus
covite sandstones followed by 7.6 m thick packet o f hard  
dark grey Łącko type turbidite marls.
In the Biegonice section both sequences (A and B) be
long to the Zawada Fm. The Zawada Fm. is at least 80 m
thick and it is tectonically limited both from the Raca Zone 
as well as from the Bystrica Zone (Fig. 24).
Bystrica Zone
Gołkowice section. This section is situated on the left
bank o f the Dunajec river 500 m south of the Gołkowice
bridge (Oszczypko & Wójcik 1992). In this section (Figs
18 27) the Maszkowice Mbr is overlain by the Mniszek Sh.
Fig. 13. Geological cross section (G H) along Klopotnica stream in Folusz (loc. see Fig. 12). 1 variegated shales a tuffites 2
non calcareous shales and thin bedded sandstones 3 calcareous claystones 4  soft marls 5 glauconitic thick bedded sandstones 6 
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152 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
Fig. 15. Geological map of the Ropianka and Olchowiec area
(after Ślączka 1967 and Ślączka & Miziołek 1995  supple
mented). I Inoceramian Beds  2 Łabowa Fm. and Zembrzyce
Beds 3 Wątkowa Sandstones 4 Budzów Beds 5 strongly
tectonised unit  6 geological cross section (see Fig. 16)
Mbr of the Magura Fm. (Oszczypko 1979  1991). The low
ermost portion of the Mniszek Sh. Mbr is represented by
cherry non calcareous shales and is overlain by a 10 m se
quence o f olive green marly claystones with sporadic inter
calations of thin bedded fine grained sandstones. Higher up 
in the section red shales occur more frequently. The total
thickness of the variegated shales is 40 m. In the Gołkowice
section the foraminiferal assemblages with Reticulophrag
mium amplecten and Ammodi cu latu are known (Osz
czypko 1973  1979). The upper portion of this section is
represented by green greyish claystones up to 100 m thick 
with a 20 m thick packet o f thick bedded sandstones. The
sandstones are light greyish and rich in clasts o f brown and
olive marly shales. In the Gołkowice section the total thick
ness o f the Mniszek Sh. Mbr reaches at least 150 m (Fig. 
27).
Krynica Zone
Hanuszów section. This section is located on the left 
slope o f the Poprad river 3 km south o f Piwniczna (Figs 1 
28  see also Golonka & Rączkowski 1983). In this section 
the samples were collected from the Mniszek Sh. Mbr and
Poprad Mbr of the Magura Fm. The section starts at top of
the Piwniczna Sandstone Mbr (Fig. 29 see also Ostrowicka 
1966  1979; Chrząstowski & Ostrowicka 1978; Golonka &
Rączkowski. 1983). At the top o f the thick bedded sand
stones there is a first layer of red shales belonging to Mni
szek Sh. Mbr. Higher up in the section crops out 35 40 m
packet of blue greenish claystones with thin (5 10 cm) lay
ers o f red claystones and sporadic intercalations o f fine 
thin bedded sandstones. These deposits are overlain by
thick bedded often coarse grained sandstones with numer
ous shaley clasts. Subordinately medium bedded sand
stones (Tb) and 1 2 m thick packets o f thin bedded flysch
with red intercalations were observed. The flute marks dis
play palaeotransport toward the NW (310 340 ). The total
thickness of the Mniszek Sh. Mbr in the Hanuszów section
is 100 110 m. Above the uppermost layers o f red shales the
sandstones belonging to the Poprad Mbr are exposed. The
thickness of these thick bedded sandstones is at least 50 m
(Figs 29  30).
Kosarzyska section. In the Kosarzyska area two sec
tions were investigated in the upper course of the Czercz
stream and also along the Rogacz stream (Figs 28  30). In 
the Czercz stream samples were collected from the Kow
aniec Beds (Alexandrowicz et al., 1984). According to Go
lonka & Rączkowski (1983) these beds should be regarded
as the equivalent o f variegated shales with Reticulophrag
mium amplecten Mniszek Sh. Mbr (see Birkenmajer &
Oszczypko 1989). In the Kosarzyska section Kowaniec
Beds are represented by thick bedded sandstones and fine
conglomerates with intercalations o f thin to medium
bedded sandstones and olive marly claystones. The thick
ness o f the sandstone claystone interval is up to 10 m. In the
Fig. 16. Geological cross section (I J) along Ropianka stream in Olchowiec (loc. see Fig. 15). 1 marls 2 spherosiderites 3 fine
grained  thin and thick bedded sandstones 4 coarse grained thick bedded sandstones 5 sole marks 6 samples localities 7  Budzow
Beds
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Fig. 17. Distribution of the calcareous nannofossils in the Olchowiec section. Lithostratygraphy of the Łabowa Fm. Zembrzyce Beds 
and Wątkowa Sandstones after Miziołek (1990). X determined species R  reworked species  ŁF Łabowa Fin. ZB Zembrzyce Beds  
WS Wątkowa Sandstones BB Budzów Beds. For the other explanations see Fig. 5
upper flow o f the Czercz stream above the Kowaniec Beds 
thick bedded sandstones without any shale intercalations 
were observed. According to the geological map (Golonka
& Rączkowski. 1983) these sandstones which display pa
laeotransport towards the WNW (290 ) can be regarded as 
the Poprad Mbr of the Magura Fm.
In the Rogacz stream above of the Kowaniec Beds oc
curs a 1000 m thick sequence o f the Magura Sandstone with
variegated shales (Niemcowa shale see Alexandrowicz et
al., 1984) at the top (Golonka & Rączkowski 1983).
Leluchów section. The studied sections (A and B) are
situated on the left bank of the Poprad river close to the Po
lish Slovak border (Figs 1 31). Section A is located along a
path close to the orthodox church (Fig. 32) whereas section
B is along a small right tributary o f the Smereczek stream.
The results o f the litho and biostratigraphy investigation of
the Leluchów sections were partially published by the
author (Oszczypko 1996; Oszczypko Clowes 1998 1999) 
with the exception of the uppermost part of the section A be
longing to the Malcov Fm.   .
The lowest part o f the Leluchów sections (A and B) 
consist o f thick bedded sandstones and conglomerates (Figs
31 34). The muscovite sandstones 0.4 2.5 m thick are
grey bluish in colour and coarse to fine grained with inter
calations o f fine conglomerates. These sandstones belong to
the Piwniczna Sandstone Mbr of the Magura Fm. In both
sections (A and B) the actual contact between the Piw
niczna Sandstone Mbr and the overlying marly shales of
SMGM is not exposed (1 2 m break in exposure). The
marly shales are soft and green with numerous calcite veins
with thickness varying from 0.5 m (Fig. 33) to 2.5 m (Fig. 
34). These are overlain by a 4 m thick marly unit o f Lelu














            
                   
              
                   
                    
               
 
154 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
Fig. 18. Geological map of the Nowy Sącz area (after Oszczypko & Wójcik 1992; Oszczypko et al. 1999b supplemented). Quaternary: 
1 gravels sands and clays of terraces of a height of 2-6 m 2 gravels sands and clays of terraces of a height o f 6 30 m  3 gravels sands
and clays of terraces of a height of 55-80 m.; Middle Miocene; 4 -  Miocene fresh water molasses; Magura Nappe: 5  Zawada Fm. Ma
gura Fm.; 6 Poprad Mbr  7 Maszkowice Mb. 8 Żeleźnikowa Fm.  9 Beloveza Fm. 10 Zembrzyce Beds 11 Łabowa Fm. 12
Inoceramian Beds 13 Grybów Unit 1 4 Magura overthrust 15 Bystrica overthrust 16 faults 17 boreholes 18 cross section (see
Figs 20  21)  19 -  B  N Z  location of the Biegonice  Naściszowa and Zabełcze exposures 20 extent of the fresh water Miocene 21
samples localities
- - - -
- - - -  - - -
- - - - - -
- - - -
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156 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
Fig. 20. Geological cross section A B (loc. see  Fig. 18) (after Oszczypko 1973; Oszczypko et al., 1999b). 1  Paludal deposits (Mid
dle Miocene) Magura Nappe: 2 Zawada Fm.  a glauconitic sandstone b thick bedded marls 3 Malcov Fm. a Leluchów Marl
Mbr  Magura Fm.: 4 Poprad Mb  5  Maszkowice Mbr  6 Żeleźnikowa Fm.  7 Beloveza Fm.  8 Łabowa Fm.  9  Inoceramian Beds  
10 -  thrust
Fig. 21. Geological cross section C D (loc. see Fig. 18) (after Oszczypko & Wójcik  1992; Oszczypko et al., 1999b). I Paludal de
posits la offshore deposits Magura Nappe: 2  Zawada Fm.  a  glauconitic sandstones b  glauconitic sandstones and marls 3 Mal
cov Fm. 4 Magura Fm. Poprad Mbr  5 faults 6  geoelectric sounding 7  boreholes 8  thrust
chów Marls Mbr. The marls are red greyish green greenish
and olive in colour. The red marls are bioturbated and con
tain burrows of Planolite , Chondrite and Thala  inoide 
(see Leszczyński 1997). The Leluchów Marls Mbr is cov
ered by at least 19 m o f the Smereczek Shale Mbr repre
sented by dark Menilite like shales (see Blaicher & Sikora 
1967). The lowermost portion o f this member reveals a 
marly development with a few tuffite intercalations ( Gą
siory ? level) and a thin (2 5 cm) intercalation of homsto
nes at the top. The upper portion o f the Menilite Shales be
longs to black non calcareous bituminous shales with a few
layers o f coarse grained thick bedded sandstone. At the top
of the Smereczek Mbr occurs a 25 m packet of coarse
grained muscovite rich thick bedded sandstones (1 1.5 m) 
with intercalations o f green marly claystones and medium
bedded sandstones. In the uppermost part of the Leluchów
section occur thin bedded turbidites of the Malcov Fm. 
These flat laying south dipping strata consist of dark grey
marly shales with intercalations o f thin bedded (10 12 cm)  
cross laminated calcareous sandstones.
MIDDLE E CENE-L WER MI CENE
CALCARE US NANN F SSIL
BI STRATIGRAPHY
The most common Palaeogene nannofossil zonations
are the standard zonation o f Martini (1971) and the zona
tion o f Bukry (1973) Okada & Bukry (1980).
The first occurrence (FO) of I thmolithu recurvu De
flandre has traditionally been used as the base o f the Upper
Eocene. However this taxon is not a reliable marker in the
lower latitudes. The FO of Sphenolithu p eudoradian 
Bramlette & Wilcoxon has also been used as a zonal marker
for the Upper Eocene. The FO of these species seems to be
controversial as this taxon has also been reported in the
Middle Eocene (see Perch Nielsen 1985  1986). The Upper
Eocene is therefore no longer considered as two separate
zones NP19 and NP20 but as a combined zone N P 19 20
(Aubry 1983)  which is an equivalent to subzone CP 15b
(Okada & Bukry 1980). For a long time the last occurrence
(LO) o f Di coa ter barbadien i Tan or Di coa ter  ai
panen i Bramlette & Riedel was used as a nannofossil
event marking the Eocene Oligocene boundary which co
incides with the base o f NP21 (Martini & Ritzkowski 
1968). This can be correlated with the lower limit of P18
zone (planktonie foraminifers) (Blow 1969; Martini 1970).
- - - - - -
-  - - - -  -
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158 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
Fig. 23. Sketch-map of the Zawada Fm. in Biegonice (after Oszczypko 1973  changed). Quaternary: 1  gravels sands and clays of ter
races of a height of 2 m; Raca Zone: Zawada Fm.: 2 soft marls and marly claystones 3  marls and thick bedded sandstones; Bystrica
Zone: 4  Beloveza Fm. 5 Łabowa Fm. 6 attitude of beds and position of sole mark 7 steep escarpment 8 - Bystrica overthrust 9
landslide colluvia 10  geological cross section (see below) 11 samples localities
Fig. 24. Geological cross section through the Bystrica overthrust in Biegonice (loc. see Fig. 23) (after Oszczypko 1973  modified). 1
variegated shales 2 thin bedded turbidites 3 thick bedded sandstones and marls 4  soft marls 5 thick bedded sandstones 6 grav
els and sands 7  lithostratigraphic units: 1 Łabowa Fm. 2  Beloveza Fm. 3  Zawada Fm.
- - -
-  - - -
- - - -
- - -
- - - -
-
- ­
- -  - - -  - - - ­






















































































































































































































    
      
          
        
        
      
          
       
  
      
       
         
        
        
       
       
       
         
           
       
      
        
       
        
        
         
        
         
       
     
       
         
           
         
      
       
         
      
         
          
       
         
            
          
       
      
          
        
        
       
        
        
       
          
        
            
        
        
         
         
        
        
     
       
        
      
      
          
         
            
       
       
       
       
       
          
        
         
        
      
       
   
       
           
       
     
NANNOFOSSIL BIOSTRATIGRAPHY POLISH FLYSCH CARPATHIANS 161
Fig. 27. Lithostratigraphical log of the Magura unit sediments in
Gołkowice. 1 variegated shales 2 thin and medium bedded
sandstones with intercalations of marly shales 3 greenish grey
marly mudstones and claystones 4 dark grey siliceous tur
biditic marls 5 muscovite fine and medium grained sandstones 
6 muscovite coarse and very coarse grained sandstones 7
mudstone clasts 5 slurry structures 9 Reticulophragmium
amplecten  1 0 sample localities
However subsequent studies have shown that the extinction
of D.  aipanen i and D. barbadien i was diachronous and
occurred earlier in the higher latitudes than in the lower
ones (Cavelier 1979). The extinction level o f these dis
coasters is also older than the P17/P18 planktonie forami
niferal zonal boundary (Aubry 1992). According to the
Palaeogene Subcommission on Stratigraphy (Nocchi et al.,
1988a) the Eocene/Oligocene boundary is characterised by
the LO of hantkeninids whereas the LO o f D. barbadien i 
and D.  aipanen i took place 0.5 mln years prior to the Eo
cene/Oligocene boundary (see Berggren et al., 1995). Thus
the Eocene/Oligocene boundary lies within the nannoplank
ton zones NP21 and subzone CP 16a. However Backman
(1986) has shown that the pattem of D. barbadien i extinc
tion is more characteristic and distinctive than that of D.  ai
panen i (DSDP Holes 522 and 522A). Furthermore rare
specimens o f both taxa continue to occur within the earliest
Oligocene. According to Janin (1992) such an occurrence 
usually interpreted as reworked can be associated with the
fact that very rare D. barbadien i and/or D.  aipanen i 
managed to survive the Eocene/Oligocene boundary.
The Oligocene nannoplankton zonation is mainly based
on the last LO or first occurrence (FO) of sphenoliths. These
typically warm water species are rare or absent in the higher
latitudes. This is why in those areas the secondary zonal
markers such as Cyclicargolithu abi ectu (Müller) Heli
co phaera recta Haq Sphenolithu conicu Bukry and
Pontho phaera enormi Locker should be used. The FO of
Cyclicargolithu abi ectu and Helico phaera recta are
usually found close to the FO o f Sphenolithu ciperoen i 
(zonal marker for the lower boundary of NP24 zone) and
thus can be used to approximate the NP23 and NP24 bound
ary (Martini & Müller 1986). In the Paratethys region there
is a lack o f index species for the NP23 zone making it only
possible to establish the equivalent o f this zone which is
characterised by the occurrence o f Tran ver oponti latu ,
Tran ver oponti fibula Gheta and abundant Reticulofene 
tra ornata Müller. Such an association is believed to be en
demic and restricted to the Paratethys region only (Nagyma
rosy & Voronina 1992). The other useful biostratigraphic
event characteristic for the Paratethys is the abundant oc
currence (acme) o f Reticulofene tra lockerii Müller on the
boundary o f zones NP23/NP24 (Baldi Beke 1977; Baldi et
al., 1984). In order to separate NP24 zone from NP25 espe
cially for areas with limited connection to the open ocean
(e.g. Paratethys) the FO of Ponto phaera enormi has
proven to be a useful event (Martini 1981). If there is a lack
o f Ponto phaera enormi the FO of Sphenolithu conicu 
can approximate the boundary between NP24 and NP25
(Baldi Beke 1981). Melinte (1995; Melinte in Rusu et al.,
1996) divided NP25 zone in two subzones defining them as
follows: NP25a interval from the LO Sphenolithu di tentu 
and/or FO Ponto phaera enormi to the FO Helico phaera
paleocarteri and/or FO Triquetrorhabdulu carinatu Mar
tini and NP25b interval from the FO Helico phaera paleo
carteri and/or FO Triquetrorhabdulu carinatu to the LO
Dictoyococcite bi ectu and/or FO Helico phaera  ci  ura
(see Melinte in Rusu et al., 1996).
The top o f NP 25 was considered as an Oligocene/Mio
cene boundary though according to Berggren et al. (1995) 
this boundary lies within NN 1 zone (1 mln years above the
lower limit o f NN1). The Oligocene/Miocene boundary is 
characterised by the extinction o f Sphenolithu ciperoen i ,
Dictyococcite bi ectu (Hay Mohler & Wade) Zygrhabli
thu bijugatu (Deflandre) and Helico phaera recta Haq 
though the order of extinction can vary for different regions.
Furthermore some o f these species can also appear in the
Early Miocene (Okada & Bukry 1980; Martini 1986).
Generally it is possible to assume that the LO o f Spheno
lithu ciperoen i (lower latitudes) and the o f LO Dictyoco
ccite bi ectu (higher latitudes) mark the Oligocene/Mio
cene boundary (Perch Nielsen 1985; Berggren et al., 1995;
Fomaciarii et al., 1996).
The Miocene nannoplankton zonation is mainly based
on the last LO or first occurrence FO o f Di coa ter and
thus is easily accomplished in low latitudes where Di coa t
er are common in open ocean assemblages. However these



























              
          
   
               
                  
        
          
          
         
          
       
         
         
           
        
     
       
      
       
      
162 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
Fig. 28. Geological map of the Piwniczna area (after Golonka & Rączkowski 1983  supplemented). 1 Szczawnica Fm. 2  Zarzecze
Fm.  Magura Fm.: 3  Piwniczna Sandstone Mbr 4  Mniszek Shale Mbr; 5  Poprad Sandstone Mbr  6  Quaternary 7  faults 8  geo
logical cross section (see  below) 9  samples localities
Fig. 29. Geological cross section (A B) through Magura Fm. in Hanuszów (loc. see Fig. 28). 1  variegated shales 2 thin bedded
sandstones 3 thick bedded sandstones 4 sole marks 5 samples localities 6 lithostratigraphic units: Magura Fm.: 1  Piwniczna
Sandstone Mbr 2 Mniszek Shale Mbr; 3  Poprad Sandstone Mbr
typically warm water and open oceanic species are rare or
absent in the higher latitudes and also in assemblages from
marginal seas. All other marker species belong to genera
that are more common or even restricted to low latitudes.
Therefore the zonation is most reliable and correlatable over
a wider distance in low latitudes only. This explains why the
Miocene zonation of Martini & Worsley (1970) as well as
that o f Okada & Bukry (1980) is reliable only in the lower
latitudes. Owing to the Miocene palaeoecological and pa
laeobiogeographical differentiation which affected the nan
nofossil distribution it was necessary to construct several
regional schemes which modified previous zonations (Roth
et al., 1971; Müller 1978; Rafifi & Rio 1979; Theodordis 
1984; Varol 1989; Raffi et al., 1995; Fomaciari & Rio 
- -
-  -  -
- - - - -
- - - - -
- -
-
 -  -  - - - - ­
-
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164 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
Fig. 31. Geological map of the Leluchów area (after Oszczypko 1996  supplemented). Magura Fm.: 1  Piwniczna Sandstone Mbr  2
Mniszek Shale Mbr; Malcov Fm.: 3 Leluchów Marl Mbr  a green shales 4 Smereczek Shale Mbr  5 Malcov Fm. .v.v a thick
beddded sandstones 6 attitude of beds and position of sole mark 7 faults 8 probable locality of artificial excavation described by
Blaicher & Sikora (1967)
Fig. 32. Geological cross section through Malcov Fm. in Leluchów (loc. see - Fig. 31). 1 variegated shales 2 dark bituminous shales 
(Menilite Shales) 3  green calcareous shales 4  Globigerina Marls 5 -  calcareous shales and thin bedded sandstones 6 thick bedded
sandstones 7 homstones 8 sole marks  9 faults  10 samples localities 1 1 lithostratigraphic units: Magura Fm.: 1 Piwniczna
Sandstone Mbr  2 Mniszek Shale Mbr; Malcov Fm.: 3 Leluchów Marl Mbr  4 Smereczek Shale Mbr  5  Malcov Fm.   
-  -
- - - - - - 
-  - -
- -  -
- - - -
-
 -  - - - -
 - - - - - -












































































































































                
  
        
 
          
          
         
         
        
      
         
        
        
    
   
           
          
          
 
  
         
       
  
        
         
       
          
       
        
           
         
 
166 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
Fig. 34. Distribution of the calcareous nannofossils in the Leluchów B section. X determined species R  reworked species. For the 
other explanations see Fig. 5
1996; Fomaciari et al., 1996; de Kaenel & Villa 1996; 
Varol 1998).
For the purpose o f this work the standard zonation of
Martini (1971) and Martini & Worsley (1970) was used. In
the case where index species have not been observed it was
necessary to use the secondary index species o f the follow
ing authors: Bukry (1973 1975)  Okada & Bukry (1980) 
Müller (1970) Baldi Beke (1971) Perch Nielsen (1971 
1985)  Rafft & Rio (1979) Martini & Müller (1986) Theo
doris (1984) Aubry (1983 1986)  Fomaciari & Rio (1996) 
Fomaciari et al. (1996) Bown (1998). The detailed biozo
nal assignments are given below.
Nannotetrina fulgen Zone (NP15)
Definition: the base o f the zone is defined by the FO of
Nannotetrina fulgen , and the top by the LO of Rhabdo
lithu  gladiu .
A uthor: Hay in Hay et al. (1967) emend. Martini (1970) 
Bukry (1973).
Age: Middle Eocene.
Rem arks: This zone (Fig. 35) was identified in Zarzecze
Fm. from Kosarzyska (Figs 28 30; samples: 90/98/N 
94/98/N 96/98/N 97/98/N).
The zone assignment is based on the occurrence o f Chi
a molithu giga (Bramlette & Sullivan) and the lack of Cy
clicargolithu floridanu (Roth & Hay). The interval be
tween the FO and the LO of Chia molithu giga defines
Bukry s subzone CP13b (Bukry 1973). Subzone CP13b is
the equivalent o f middle part Martini’s NP15 zone (Martini 
1970). At the same time according to Aubry (1986) the FO





















































































































































































































































































               
                
                  
           
          
                
              
           
           
             
 
168 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
Fig. 36. LM microphotogaphs of calacareous nannofossil. A Braarudo phaera bigelowii (Gran & Braarud) Ropica 13/96/N; B
Braaritdo phaera bigelowii (Gran & Braarud) Ropica 13/96/N; C Chia molithu cf. C. altu Bukry & Percival Nowy Sącz 65w/99/N; 
D Chia molithu cf. C. altu Bukry & Percival Nowy Sącz 65w/99/N; E Chia molithu biden (Bramlette & Sullivan) Budzów
8/95/N; F Chia molithu biden (Bramlette & Sullivan) Budzów 8/95/N; G Chia molithu  danicu (Brotzen) Biegonice 68/82/N; H
Chia molithu  expan u  (Bramlette & Sullivan) Biegonice 60/82/N; I Chia molithu giga (Bramlette & Sullivan) Hanuszów 55/98/N; 
J Chia molithu giga (Bramlette & Sullivan) Biegonice 70/82/N; K Chia molithu grandi (Bramlette & Riedel) Naściszowa
27/99/N; L Chia molithu grandi (Bramlette & Riedel) Naściszowa 27/99/N; M Chia molithu mediu Perch Nielsen Budzów
8/96/N; N Chia molithu mediu Perch Nielsen Budzów 8/96/N: O Chia molithu mode tu Perch Nielsen Małastów 7/97/N; P 
Chia molithu  mode tu  Perch Nielsen Małastów 7/97/N; R Chia molithu  cf. C. nitidu  Hanuszów 55/98/N; S Chia molithu  oama
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NANNOFOSSIL BIOSTRATIGRAPHY POLISH FLYSCH CARPATHIANS 169
Fig. 37. LM microphotogaphs of caiacareous nannofossil. A Chia molithu oamaruen i (Deflandre) Ropica 12/96/N; B Chia mo
lithu   olitu (Bramlette & Sullivan) Biegonice 60/82/N; C Chiphragmalithu  calathu Bramlette & Sullivan  Kosarzyska 100/98/N; D
Chiphragmalithu calathu Bramlette & Sullivan. Kosarzyska 100/98/N; E Clathrolithu  pino u Martini Naściszowa 23/99/N; F
Coccolithu eopelagicu (Bramlette et Riedel)  Folusz 44/99/N; G Coccolithu eopelagicu (Bramlette et Riedel) Folusz 44/99/N; H
Coccolithu pelagicu  (Wallich) Folusz 44/99/N; 1 Coccolithu pelagicu  (Wallich) Folusz 44/99/N; J Corannulu germanicu Strad-
ner Folusz 44/99/N; K Coronocyclu  nite cen (Kamptner) Naściszowa 25/99/N; L Coronocyclu nite cen (Kamptner) Naściszowa
25/99/N; M Cyclicargolithu cf. C. abi ectu (Müller) Małastów I5/98/N; N Cyclicargolithu cf. C. abi ectu (Müller) Olchowiec
63/99/N; O Cyclicargolithu abi ectu (Müller) Biegonice 60/82/N; P Cyclicargolithu floridanu  (Roth & Hay) Biegonice 67/82/N; 
R Cyclicargolithu floridanu (Roth & Hay) Biegonice 67/82/N; S Cyclicargolithu lumini (Sullivan) Biegonice 68/82/N; T Dic-
tyococcite bi ectu (Hay  Mohler & Wade) Leluchów 39/98/N; U Di coa ter barbadien i Tan  Biegonice 60/82/N
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170 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
Fig. 38. LM microphotogaphs of calacareous nannofossil. A Di coa ter barbadien i Tan  Małastów 7/97/N; B Di coa ter binodo
 u Martini Kosarzyska 100/98/N; C Di coa ter deflandrei Bramlette & Riede  Budzów 8/95/N; D Di coa ter cf. D. di tinctu Mar
tini  Biegonice 60/82/N; E Di coa ter cf. D. druggii Bramlette & Wilcoxon Biegonice 59/82/N; F Di coa ter cf. D. druggii Bramlette
& Wilcoxon Biegonice 67/82/N; G Di coa ter cf. D. druggii Bramlette & Wilcoxon Biegonice 4 1/B/N; H Di coa ter kuepperi Strad-
ner  Biegonice 41/B/N; I Di coa ter lodoen i Bramlette & Riedel Biegonice 60/82/N; J Di coa ter minimu Sullivan Kosarzyska
100/98/N; K Di coa ter multiradiatu Bramlette & Riedel Biegonice 44/B/N; L Di coa ter  aipanen i Bramlette & Riedel Budzów
10/95/N; M Di coa ter  aipanen i Bramlette & Riedel Folusz 43/99/N; N Di coa ter  ali burgen i Stradner Lubomierz 8/98/N; O
Di coa ter tanii Bramlette & Riedel Biegonice 60/82/N; P - Di coa ter tanii Bramlette & Riedel Budzów 8/95/N; R Di coa ter tanii
nodifer (Bramlette & Riedel) Naściszowa 21/99/N; S Di coa ter tanii nodifer (Bramlette & Riedel) Małastów 8/97/N; T Di coa ter
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NANNOFOSSIL BIOSTRATIGRAPHY POLISH FLYSCH CARPATHIANS 171
Fig. 39. LM microphotogaphs of calacareous nannofossil. A Eric onia fene trata (Deflandre & Fert) Małastów 10/97/N; B Eric
 onia formo a (Kamptner) Biegonice 70/82/N; C Eric onia formo a (Kamptner) Hanuszów 55/98/N; D Eric onia formo a (Kampt
ner)  Ropica 12/96/N; E Eric onia  ubdi ticha (Roth & Hay)  Poręba 77/98/N; F Eric onia  ubdi ticha (Roth & Hay)  Poręba 77/98/N;
G Helico phaera bramlettei Müller Ropica 13/96/N; H Helico phaera bramlettei Müller  Nowy Sącz 68w/99/N; I Helico phaera
bramlettei Müller Nowy Sącz 68w/99/N; J Helico phaera compacta Bramlette & Wilcoxon Naściszowa 27/99/N; K Helico phaera
compacta Bramlette & Wilcoxon Naściszowa 27/99/N; L Helico phaera compacta Bramlette & Wilcoxon Koninki 109/98/N; M
Helico phaera compacta Bramlette & Wilcoxon Koninki 109/98/N; N Helico phaera compacta Bramlette & Wilcoxon Małastów
15/98/N; O Helico phaera compacta Bramlette & Wilcoxon Małastów 15/98/N; P Helico phaera euphrati Haq. Naściszowa
23/99/N; R Helico phaera euphrati Haq  Naściszowa 23/99/N; S Helico phaera cf. H. Heezenii Bukry Poręba 66/97/N; T Heli
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172 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
Fig. 40. LM microphotogaphs of calacareous nannofossil. A Helico phaera papillata Bukry & Bramlette Nowy Sącz 67w/99/N; B
Helico phaera papillata Bukry & Bramlette Nowy Sącz 67w/99/N; C Helico phaera papillata Bukry & Bramlette Małastów 8/97/N; 
D Helico phaera recta Haq  Nowy Sącz 65w/99/N; E Helico phaera recta Haq  Nowy Sącz 65w/99/N; F Holodi colithu  olidu 
(Deflandre in Deflandre & Fert)  Ropica 12/96/N; G I thmohlithu recurvu Deflandre Budzów 9/95/N; H Lanternithu minutu 
Stradner  Budzów 14/95/N; I Micrantholithu flo Deflandre Małastów 7/97/N; J Neococcolithe dubiu (Deflandre) Naściszowa
24/99/N; K Neococcolithe  minutu (Perch Nielsen) Ropica 13/96/N; L Orthozygu aureu (Stradner)  Naściszowa 23/99/N; M Or
thozygu aureu (Stradner) Ropica 12/96/N; N Pemma ba quen i (Martini) Małastów 7/97/N; O Pemma ba quen i (Martini). 
Małastów 7/97/N; P Ponto phaera latelliptica Baldi-Beke & Baldi Nowy Sącz 65w/99/N; R Ponto phaera latelliptica Baldi Beke &
Baldi Nowy Sącz 65w/99/N; S Ponto phaera latelliptica Baldi Beke & Baldi Nowy Sącz 65w/99/N; T Ponto phaera multipora
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NANNOFOSSIL BIOSTRATIGRAPHY POLISH FLYSCH CARPATHIANS 173
Fig. 4L LM microphotogaphs of calacareous nannofossil. A Ponto phaera rothi Haq Nowy Sącz 65w/99/N: B Ponto phaera rothii
Flaq  Nowy Sącz 65w/99/N; C: 1 Reticulofene tra dictyoda (Deflandre in Deflandre & Fert) 2 Coccolithu pelagicu (Wallich) 
Lubomierz 6/98/N; D Reticulofene tra hillae Bukry & Percival Budzów 13/95/N; E Reticulofene tra hillae Bukry & Percival Folusz
45/99/N; F - Reticulofene tra lockerii Miiller  Nowy Sącz 65w/99/N; G Reticulofene tra lockerii Muller  Nowy Sącz 68w/99/N; H: I
Reticulofene tra ornata Muller  Małastów 15/98/N; 2 Reticulofene tra lockerii Müller I Reticulofene tra ornata Muller  Olchowiec
60/98/N; J Reticulofene tra ornata Muller Olchowiec 60/98/N: K Reticulofene trap eudoumbilica (Gartner) Biegonice 67/82/N; L
Reticulofene tra reticulata (Gartner & Smith) Małastów 7/97/N; M: 1 Reticulofene tra reticulata (Gartner & Smith)  2 Ponto phaera
multipora (Kamptner) Budzów 9/95/N: N Reticulofene tra umbilica (Levin)  Naściszowa 25/99/N; O Reticulofene tra umbilica
(Levin)  Naściszowa 25/99/N; P Sphenolithu cf. S. capricornutu Bukry & Percival Biegonice 41/B/N: R Sphenolithu cf. S. capri-
cornutu  Bukry & Percival Nowy Sącz 68w/99/N; S Sphenolithu  cf. S. conicu Bukry  Biegonice 41/B/N; T Sphenolithu cf. S. coni
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174 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
Fig. 42. LM microphotogaphs of calacareous nannofossil. A Sphenolithu moriformi (Bronnimann & Stradner) Konina 8/98/N; B
Sphenolithu orphanknollen i Perch Nielsen Lubomierz 6/98/N; C Sphenolithu p eudoradian Bramlette & Wilcoxon Biegonice 
72/82/N; D Sphenolithu radian Deflandre Biegonice 62/82/N; E Sphenolithu  piniger Bukry Lubomierz 6/98/N; F Toweiu ?
gammation (Bramlette & Sullivan) Lubomierz 1/98/N; G Toweiu ? gammation (Bramlette & Sullivan) Lubomierz 1/98/N; H
Toweiu ? magnicra  u  (Bukry) Kosarzyska 97/98/N; I Tran ver oponti fibula Gheta Leluchów 39/98/N; J Tran ver oponti  cf. T.
latu Müller  Nowy Sącz 65w/99/N; K Tran ver oponti obliquipon (Deflandre) Małastów 15/98/N; L Tran ver oponti pulcher
(Deflandre) Małastów 15/98/N; M Tran ver oponti pulcheroide (Sullivan) Lubomierz 6/98/N; N Tran ver oponti pygmaea
(Locker) Małastów 10/97/N; O Tran ver oponti pygmaea (Locker) Małastów 10/97/N; P Tran ver oponti pygmaea (Locker)  
Nowy Sącz 65 w/99/N; R Tribrachiatu  ortho tylu Shamrai Kosarzyska 100/98/N; S Triquetrorhabdulu carinatu Martini Biegonice 












    
     
           
         
 
      
  
         
     
       
        
     
         
          
        
         
        
          
           
      
        
     
        
      
         
           
          
            
      
            
  
  
         
          
  
  
        
       
 
          
          
        
        
           
       
        
      
       
    
        
          
   
  
  
         
      
      
      
        
      
          
      
       
         
          
    
          
       
     
         
        
    
   
            
          
   
  
  
         
       
        
     
      
       
       
        
       
   
        
     
      
          
       
       
          
 
  
            
       
      
           
       
 
       
       
      
      
       
        
      
NANNOFOSSIL BIOSTRATIGRAPHY POLISH FLYSCH CARPATHIANS 175
Di coa ter tani nodifer Zone (NP 16)
Definition: the base of the zone is defined by the LO of
Rhabdolithu gladiu , and the top by the LO of Chia mo
lithu  olitu .
Author: Hay etal. (1967) emend. Martini (1970).
Age: Middle Eocene.
Remarks: This zone (Fig. 35) was identified in Piwniczna
Sandstone Mbr from Kosarzyska (Kowaniec Beds Golonka
& Rączkowski 1983) (Figs 28 30; sample: 100/98/N).
The zone assignment is based on the presence o f Cycli
cargolithu floridanu , Helico phaera compacta Bramlette
& Wilcoxon. At the same time Di coa ter tanii Bramlette
& Riedel is not present. According to Aubry (1986) the FO
of Cyclicargolithu floridanu takes place in zone NP16.
Usually the FO of Helico phaera compacta is found in the
upper part o f NP17 (Martini & Müller 1986; Perch
Nielsen 1985) although Aubry (1983) placed the FO of this
species as low as in the upper part o f NP16 (see Theodo
ridis 1984; Varol 1998). The assemblage o f sample
100/98/N (Piwniczna Sandstone Mbr) does not reveal the
presence Chia molithu giga , Cyclicargolithu floridanu 
and Helico phaera compacta. Taking into account the stra
tigraphical position of the Piwniczna Sandstone Mbr (Zar
zecze Fm. is overlain by Piwniczna Sandstone Mbr) as well
as the lack of Chia molithu giga , it is possible to assume
that the lowest part of this sandstone can be placed in the up
per part o f NP15 or the lower part o f zone NP16. The spe
cies o f Cyclicargolithu floridanu and Helico phaera com
pacta are not present as their FO takes place in the upper
part of NP16.
Di coa ter  aipanen i Zone (NP17)
Definition: the base of the zone is defined by the LO of Chi




Remarks: This zone (Fig. 35) was identified in Hierogli
phic Beds from Naściszowa Zabełcze (Figs 18 19; sam
ples: 17/99/N 20/99/N)
The zone assignment is based on the FO of Di coa ter
tanii, which is characteristic for the middle part of NP 17
(see Bukry 1973). At the same time both Chia molithu 
 olitu (Bramlette & Sullivan) as well as Chia molithu oa
maruen i (Deflandre) do not occur. The FO of the latter is
an important biostratigraphical event marking the lower
boundary o f NP18. Additionally these samples contain flat
specimens o f Neoccolithe minutu (Perch Nielsen) which
are characteristic for the zone NP17 (Aubry 1986).
Chia molithu oamaruen i Zone (NP 18)
Definition: the base of the zone is defined by the first occur
rence o f Chia molithu oamaruen i and the top by the first
occurrence o f I thmolithu recurvu .
A uthor: Martini (1970).
Age: Late Eocene.
Remarks: This zone (Fig. 35) was identified in the follow
ing lithostratigraphical units: Zembrzyce Beds from Bu
dzów (Figs 3  6; samples: 15/95/N 13/95/N) and Naści
szowa Zabełcze (Figs 18  19; samples: 21/99 23/99/N
25/99/N) Mniszek Shale Mbr from Gołkowice (Figs 18 27; 
sample: 44/99/N) and Hanuszów (Figs 29  30; sample:
55/98/N).
The zone assignment is based on the first occurrence of
Chia molithu oamaruen i , the presence o f Di coa ter
barbadien i , Di coa ter  aipanen i and the lack of I th
molithu recurvu Deflandre. However in the case o f those
samples collected from the Budzów (only part o f them) and
Naściszowa Zabełcze sections Chia molithu oamaruen i 
was not observed. These samples also contain at least two of
the following species: Orthozygu aureu (Stradner) and/or
Corannulu germanicu Stradner and/or Helico phaera eu
phrati Haq. The first occurrence o f these species takes
place in the zone NP18 (Baldi Beke 1971; Perch Nielsen 
1971  1985).
I thmolithu recurvu and Sphenolithu p eudoradian 
combined interval Zone (N P19 20)
Definition: the base of the zone is defined by the FO o f I th
molithu recurvu and the top by the LO of Di coa ter  ai
panen i and/or Di coa ter barbadien i .
Author: Aubry (1983).
Age: Late Eocene.
Remarks: This zone (Fig. 35) was identified in the follow
ing lithostratigraphical units: the Zembrzyce Beds from
Ropica (Figs 7  9; sample: 3/96/N) and Folusz (Figs 12  14;
samples: 41/99/N 43/99/N) Wątkowa Sandstone from Bu
dzów (Figs 3  6; sample: 12/95/N) Ropica (Figs 7  9; sam
ple: 5/96/N) and Małastów (Figs 7  11; samples: 5/97/N 
7/97/N) the Budzów Beds from Budzów (Figs 3  6; sam
ples: 10/95/N 9/95/N) the Leluchów Marl Mbr (Figs 31  
33  34; samples: 48/82/N 49/82/N from section A and
46/82/N 44/82/N from section B).
The zone assignment is based on a co occurrence of
I thmolithu recurvu , Di coa ter barbadien i , Di coa ter
 aipanen i and Reticulofene tra reticulata (Gartner &
Smith). Such an association is believed to be indicative of
the combined interval zone NP19 20. Additionally the
presence o f Eric onia formo a (Kamptner) whose last oc
currence indicates the upper limit o f the zone NP21 was
also observed.
Eric onia  ubdi ticha Zone (NP21)
Definition: the base o f the zone is defined by the LO of Di 
coa ter  aipanen i and/or Di coa ter barbadien i and the
top by the LO of Eric onia formo a.
Author: Roth & Hay in Hay et al. (1967) emend. Martini
(1970).
Age: Early Oligocene (Late Eocene/Early Oligocene cfr.
Cavelier 1979).
Remarks: This zone (Fig. 35)was identified in the follow
ing lithostratigraphical units: the Zembrzyce Beds from Fo
lusz (Figs 12  14; samples: 44/99/N 46/99/N) Wątkowa
Sandstone from Ropica (Fig. 7  9; samples: 6/96/N 8/96/N 
12/96/N 13/96/N) Małastów (Figs 7  11; samples: 8/97/N
11/97/N) and Folusz (Figs 12  14; sample: 47/99/N) the




































       
      
        
          
      
     
         
       
        
      
         
        
         
       
       
     
         
       
      
          
     
      
        
         
  
   
           
          
       
  
         
      
     
          
       
       
     
      
       
       
         
        
          
     
           
      
 
   
           
         
 
       
  
         
      
      
        
      
        
    
        
     
      
        
         
         
       
        
         
        
          
         
   
           
         
 
    
  
        
       
      
      
       
        
        
     
        
       
        
          
 
   
           
         
    
       
  
          
        
         
      
        
     
            
        
        
         
176 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
7/95/N) and Olchowiec (Figs 15  17; sample 54/99/N) Le
luchów Marl Mbr (Figs 31  33  34; samples: 50/82/N
53/82/N from section A and 43/82/N 37/82/N from section
B).
The zone assignment is based on a continuous range of
Eric onia formo a  following the disappearance o f Di 
coa ter  aipanen i and Di coa ter barbadien i . However
in a few sections very rare specimens o f Di coa ter  ai
panen i were observed within zone NP21. According to 
Janin (1992) very rare specimens o f Di coa ter  aipanen i 
managed to survive the Eocene/Oligocene boundary. Fur
thermore the assemblages o f this zone are characterised by
the more frequent occurrence o f I thmolithu recurvu than
in that o f N P 19 20. According to many authors (Monechi 
1986; Perch Nielsen et al., in Pomerol & Premoli Silva 
1986; Backman 1987; Nocchi et al., 1988b; Krhovsky et
al., 1992) such an abundance increase o f I thmolithu  recur
vu is a characteristic biostratitraphic event at or just below
the Eocene/Oligocene boundary. Problematic is also the bi
ostratigraphic range o f Reticulofene tra reticulata, which
normally takes place prior to the LO of Di coa ter barbadi
en i /Di coa ter  aipanen i (Aubry 1992)  although in the
Małastów Leluchów and Budzów sections these speci
mens passed to zone N P21. A similar pattem of Reticulofen
e tra reticulata have also been described by Müller (1978)
and Varol (1998).
Helico phaera reticulata Zone (NP22)
Definition: the base o f the zone is defined by the LO o f Er
ic onia formo a and the top by the LO o f Reticulofene tra
umbilica.
Author: Bramlette & Wilcoxon (1967) emend. Martini
(1970).
Age: Early Oligocene.
Remarks: This zone (Fig. 35) was identified in the follow
ing lithostratigraphical units: Wątkowa Sandstone from
Ropica Górna (Figs 7  9; samples: 2/97/N 4/97/N) Mała
stów (Figs 7  11; sample: 12/97/N) and Folusz (Figs 12 14;
samples: 48/99/N 49/99/N) the Budzów Beds from
Budzów (Figs 3 6; samples: 6/95/N 1/95/N) and Olchowiec
(Figs 15  17; samples: 55/99/N 59/99/N) Poprad Sandstone
Mbr from Naściszowa Zabełcze (Figs 18  19; samples:
26/99/N 27/99/N 32/99/N) and Lubień (sample: 74/99/N) 
Leluchów Marl Mbr (Figs 31 33  34; samples: 54/82/N
from section A and 36/82/N from section B) Smereczek
Shale Mbr (Figs 31 33; sample: 55/82/N from section A).
The zone assignment is based on a continuous range of
Reticulofene tra umbilica (Levin) following the disappear
ance o f Eric onia formo a. At the same time the species of
Reticulofene tra ornata and Tran ver oponti fibula were
not found.
Sphenolithu predi tentu Zone (NP23)
Definition: the base o f the zone is defined by the LO of Re
ticulofene tra umbilica and the top by the FO of Spheno
lithu ciperoen i .
Author: Bramlette & Wilcoxon (1967) emend. Martini
(1970).
Age: Middle Oligocene.
Remarks: This zone (Fig. 35) was identified in the follow
ing lithostratigraphical units: Wątkowa Sandstone from
Małastów (Figs 7  11; samples: 13/97/N l7/97/N) the Bu
dzów Beds from Małastów (Figs 7  11; samples: 10/98/N 
14/98/N) and Olchowiec (Figs 15  17; samples: 60/99/N
62/99/N) the Smereczek Shale Mbr (Figs 31 33; samples:
39/98/N 38/98/N from section A).
The zone assignment is due to the co occurrence of
abundant Reticulofene tra ornata, Tran ver oponti fibula
and Reticulofene tra lockerii, following the disappearance
o f Reticulofene tra umbilica. Such an association o f species
is characteristic for the equivalent o f zone NP23 in the Pa
ratethys region. It is also important to discuss the biostra
tigraphical range o f I thmolithu recurvu and Lanternithu 
minutu Stradner. Traditionally the LO of these species
takes place prior to the LO o f Reticulofene tra umbilica.
However in the Małastów and Olchowiec sections both
species are still present within zone NP23. A Similar pattem
has also been observed by Edwards (1971) and Varol
(1998).
Sphenolithu di tentu Zone (NP24)
Definition: the base o f the zone is defined by the FO of
Sphenolithu ciperoen i and the top by the LO of Spheno
lithu di tentu .
Author: Bramlette & Wilcoxon (1967).
Age: Late Oligocene.
Remarks: This zone (Fig. 35) was identified in the follow
ing lithostratigraphical units: the Budzów Beds from
Małastów (Figs 7  11; samples: 15/98/N 18/98/N 20/98/N 
22/98/N 24/98/N 26/98/N 27/98/N) and Olchowiec (Figs
15  17; samples: 63/99/N 64/99/N) the Malcov Fm. from
borehole Nowy Sącz I (Fig. 22; samples: 65w/99/N
67w/99/N) the Malcov Fm.   . from Leluchów (Figs 31 33;
samples: 37/98/N 42/98/N 40/98/N from section A).
The zone assignment is based on the FO of Cyclicargo
lithu abi ectu . In addition Sphenolithu di  imili Bukry
& Percival and Helico phaera recta were also observed.
The FO o f these species is characteristic for zone NP24 (see
Perch Nielsen 1985).
Sphenolithu ciperoen i Zone (NP25)
Definition: the base o f the zone is defined by the LO of
Sphenolithu di tentu and the top by the LO o f Heli
co phaera recta and/or Sphenolithu ciperoen i .
Author: Bramlette & Wilcoxon (1967) emend. Martini
(1976).
Age: Late Oligocene.
Remarks: This zone (Fig. 35) was identified in the Malcov
Fm. from borehole Nowy Sącz I (Fig. 22; samples:
68w/99/N 70w/99/N).
The zone assignment is based on the first occurrence of
Sphenolithu capricornutu Bukry & Percival and Spheno
lithu conicu followed by a continuous range of Cyclicar
golithu abi ectu , Zygrablithu bijugathu , Dictyococcite 
bi ectu . The latter is an index species for the upper limit of
NP25 (Berggren et al., 1995; Fomaciari et al., 1996). The
FO of Sphenolithu conicu has been traditionally used as 
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Biolzi et al. (1981) and Melinte (1995) have observed the
FO of these species as low as in the upper part o f zone
NP25.
Di coa ter druggii Zone (NN2)
Definition: the base o f the zone is defined by the FO of Di 
coa ter druggii, and the top by the LO of Triquetrorhabdu
lu carinatu .
A uthor: Martini & Worsley (1970).
Age: Early Miocene.
R em arks: This zone (Fig. 35) was identified in the Zawada
Fm. from Biegonice (Figs 23 25 26; samples: 41/B/N 44/
B/N 46/B/N 47/B/N 59/82/N 60/82/N 62/82/N 67/82/N 
68/82/N 70/82/N 72/82/N).
The zone assignment o f the described section is based
on a co occurrence of the following species: Sphenolithu 
conicu , Sphenolithu di belemno Bramlette & Wilcoxon 
Di coa ter druggii Bramlette & Wilcoxon Reticulofene tra
p eudoumbilica (Gartner) and Triquetrorhabdulu carina
tu . According to the standard zonation o f Martini (1970)
and Martini and Worsley (1970) the first occurrence of Re
ticulofene tra p eudoumbilica takes place in NN5. How
ever in the Intra and Extra Carpathian areas o f Romania
the FO of Reticulofene tra p eudoumbilica coincides with
the FO Di coa ter druggii (Marunteanu 1992)  which corre
sponds to the lower limit o f NN2. According to Young (in
Bowm 1998)  the FO of Sphenolithu di belemno is a reli
able biostratigraphical event characteristic for the lower
limit of NN2 zone.
LITH - AND BI STRATIGRAPHIC
C RRELATI N
Within the Magura Nappe it is possible to distinguish 3
turbiditic cycles (Oszczypko 1992a 1998). Each of them
starts with variegated shales and terminates with thin
bedded turbidites. In the Late Cretaceous Paleocene cycle 
the boundaries between the lithostratigraphical units are
more or less isochronous (Oszczypko 1991  1992a  b)  
whereas in the Eocene cycle the boundaries are diachro
nous. This is connected with the progressive growth of the
Magura accretionary prism (Oszczypko 1992a  1999). The
lowest lithostratigraphical unit o f the Eocene cycle is
formed by the Łabowa Fm. (Bystrica Raca and Siary zones)
and by the Zarzecze Fm. (Krynica Zone). The Zarzecze Fm. 
is represented by grey greenish thin to medium bedded tur
bidites. Their thickness varies from a few dozen metres in 
the Peri Pieniny Klippen Belt zone (Birkenmajer & Osz
czypko 1989) to 400 600 m in the Krynica area (Osz
czypko et al., 1999a). In the Kosarzyska section (Fig. 43) 
the uppermost portion o f this formation belongs to the NP 15
zone. The Zarzecze Fm. which contains thin intercalations
of variegated shales was also observed in the southernmost
part o f the Bystrica Zone at the southern margin of the
Mszana Dolna tectonic window (Oszczypko et al., 1999c). 
In this area the determined nannofossil assemblages indi
cate zone NP16 (Oszczypko Clowes in Oszczypko et al.,
1999c). In the Bystrica Zone (except for thrust sheet Tobo
łów Turbaczyk) the equivalent o f Zarzecze Fm. is formed
by the Beloveza Fm. (Oszczypko 1991)  and represented by
thin and very thin bedded dark greyish calcareous turbid
ites with infrequent intercalations o f variegated shales. The
thickness o f the formations varies from 250 to 500 m (Oszc
zypko 1991). In Poręba Górna (section A) the upper part o f
this formation contains nannofossil assemblages belonging
to NP16 (Oszczypko Clowes in Oszczypko et al., 1999c). 
Dudziak (1991) determined zone NP17 in the upper part of
Beloveza Fm. from the Zbludza section. In the Raca Zone 
the Hierogliphic Beds lying on top of the Łabowa Fm. are
the equivalent of the Beloveza Fm. (Fig. 43). The nannofos
sil assemblages from the Naściszowa Zabełcze section indi
cate NP17 for the Hierogliphic Beds. In the Ropica Górna
and Małastów sections o f the Siary Zone the Hierogliphic li-
thofacies was found as intercalations only in the Łabowa
Fm. Thus just above the variegated shales o f the Łabowa
Fm. there are Zembrzyce Beds (Fig. 44).
In the Krynica Zone the Zarzecze Fm. is overlain by the
Piwniczna Sandstone Mbr of the Magura Fm. (Birkenmajer
& Oszczypko 1989; Oszczypko et al., 1999a)  and repre
sented by thick bedded sandstones and conglomerates up to
1 000 m thick. The sandstones contain rare intercalations o f
non calcareous shales. In the Kosarzyska section (Fig. 43) 
calcareous nannofossil assemblages found in the lower part
o f the Piwniczna Sandstone Mbr belong to the lowest part of
NP16. In the Bystrica Zone the Beloveza Fm. is overlain by
the Żeleźnikowa Fm. This formation consists o f thin to
medium bedded turbidites o f Beloveza lithofacies (up to
400 m thick) with frequent intercalations o f Łącko marls
(Oszczypko 1986  1991). According to Dudziak these de
posits belong to zone NP16. In the Naściszowa Zabełcze
section o f the Raca Zone the Żeleźnikowa Fm. is substi
tuted by Late Eocene in age (NP18) Zembrzyce Beds. This
unit up to 110 m thick (Figs 19 43) is dominated by dark
greyish marly claystones with intercalations o f thin to
thick bedded sandstones. In the Siary Zone the Zembrzyce
Beds occur above the Łabowa Fm. These beds were studied
in 5 localities (Fig. 44). In the Western part o f the studied
area (Budzów section) the Zembrzyce Beds are more cal
careous than in the Eastern part (Folusz section). The thick
nes of the beds varies from 100 m in Budzów 60 m in the
Folusz section up to only a few metres in the Ropica Górna
section. According to Kopciowski (1996) the thickness of
the Zembrzyce Beds between Ropa and Banica increases
from 1 to 25 m. In the uppermost part o f these beds in the
Ropica Górna and Folusz sections occur thin intercalations
o f brown Menilite type shales (see Sikora 1970; Koszarski
& Koszarski 1985; Ślączka & Kaminski 1998). The age of
these beds is diachronic: NP18 in Budzów NP 19 20 in
Ropica Górna and N P21 in the Folusz section.
In the Krynica and Bystrica zones the Piwniczna and
Maszkowice mbrs o f the Magura Fm. are overlain by varie
gated shales o f the Mniszek Mbr. Its thickness reached 100
m in the Hanuszów and Gołkowice sections. This member
developed in the form of blue greenish and red non
calcareous shales with sporadic intercalations o f thin to
thick bedded sandstones. In the Leluchów section a 10 cm
layer of tuffite was observed. This particular horizon was































































































































































































          
          
         
         
       
        
        
      
          
            
            
            
       
         
       
          
         
       
        
           
         
      
         
               
        
     
        
        
     
        
          
           
        
          
        
       
           
       
          
         
         
          
          
         
       
       
      
            
          
       
     
        
           
          
     
       
       
        
     
         
        
         
        
         
            
          
      
         
         
    
        
          
          
            
        
       
      
       
         
       
         
           
          
 
          
        
          
         
        
        
        
        
         
        
      
           
         
        
    
           
       
       
        
         
         
      
      
          
      
     
 
        
         
     
        
180 M. OSZCZYPKO CLOWES
(P) tuffite horizon (see Van Couvering et al., 1981) (Figs
33 43). In the Mniszek Sh. Mbr zone NP18 was deter
mined. In the Krynica Zone with the exception of Lelu
chów above the Mniszek Mbr occurs the Poprad Sandstone
Mbr of the Magura Fm. In the Naściszowa Zabełcze section
(Raća Zone) this member is situated above the Zembrzyce
Beds. The Poprad Sandstone Mbr developed as thick
bedded muscovite sandstones with sporadic intercalations
o f shales. In the studied sections o f the Krynica and Bystrica
zones the thickness o f the Mniszek Mbr is up to 200 m (Fig.
43) whereas the age is not younger than NP18. In the Raća
Zone the thickness o f the Poprad Mbr is up to 1000 m  and
the youngest calcareous nannoplankton in the Naściszowa
Zabełcze and Lubień sections belongs to zone NP22. The
clastic material contained in the Poprad sandstones was sup
plied from the SE (100 140 ) in the Krynica and Bystrica
zones and from the NE (60 ) in the Raća Zone.
In the Siary Zone Wątkowa Sandstones is exposed
above the Zembrzyce Beds (Fig. 44). Their thickness oscil
lated from ca 325 m in the Budzów section (600 m accord
ing to Książkiewicz 1966) to 1000 m in the Małastów sec
tion. According to Koszarski (1977) in the Folusz area (Ma
gura Wątkowska Range) the thickness of these beds varies
from 500 m in the NW part of the area to 900 m in SE. In the
Budzów section the Wątkowa Sandstones are dominated by
grey greenish fine to coarse grained sometimes conglome
ratic thick bedded sandstones (0.4 2.0 m) whereas in the
Ropica Małastów and Folusz sections these beds are repre
sented by coarse grained/conglomeratic very thick bedded
sandstones (2 2.5 m thick). These sandstones display a par
allel lamination with big convolute structures at the top of
the beds and sometimes with slurry . In all o f the studied
sections the flute casts display palaeocurrent from the NE. 
In Budzów zone NP19 20 was determined in the Ropica
section N P 19 20 NP21 and NP22 whereas in the
Małastów sections zone NP23 was additionally found. In 
the Folusz section the basal part o f beds was assigned to
zones NP21 and NP22. All these nannoplankton determina
tions reveales diachronism in the basal limit o f the Wątkowa
Sandstones.
In the Leluchów section of the Krynica Zone the
Mniszek Sh. Mbr is overlain by the Malcov Fm. The lower
portion o f the formation is composed of (ca 4 m) green
marly shales (Blaicher & Sikora 1967). Higher up in the
section occurs a 3.5 4 m packet of variegated SMGM (Le
luchów Marl Mbr) passing upwards into Menilite like
shales (Smereczek Sh. Mbr). These are dark greyish marly
shales followed by black brown silicified horizontally
laminated shales with a 1 cm layer of homstones and a few
thin layers of tuffite at the base ( Gąsiory  tuffite horizon 
see Blaicher & Sikora 1967). Additionally two thin inter
calations o f detritical Bryozoa Lithothamnium limestones
were found. The thickness o f the Smereczek Sh. Mbr
reached at least 19 m (see Blaicher & Sikora 1967). The
base o f the Malcov lithofacies is composed of ca 25 m
packet o f thick bedded coarse grained muscovite sand
stones with sporadic thin intercalations of grey greenish 
marly shales and thin bedded sandstones. The thick bedded
sandstones are overlain by grey marly shales with intercala
tions of thin bedded calcareous muscovite sandstones.
In 1973 Oszczypko described from the Nowy Sącz I
borehole a thin packet o f variegated shales and marls which
pass upwards into the shaley flysch lithofacies o f the
Krosno Menilite. These strata at least 100 m thick were as
signed to the Malcov Fm. (Oszczypko 1973 see also Osz
czypko et al., 1999c). The age o f the Malcov Fm. is as fol
lows: the Leluchów Marl Mbr belongs to zones NP 19 20 
21 and 22 (Oszczypko Clowes 1998  1999)  the Smereczek
Shale Mbr to zone NP23 whereas the Malcov lithofacies in
the Leluchów section and the Nowy Sącz I borehole belong
to zones NP24 and NP25 respectively.
In the Siary Zone (Budzów Małastów and Olchowiec
sections) the Budzów Beds are an equivalent o f the Malcov
Fm. Their thickness varies from at least 290 m in Olcho
wiec up to 300 m in Budzów and 470 m in the Małastów
sections (500 m in Małastów according to Kopciowski 
1996). The Budzów Beds are represented by marly clay
stones silicified marls and spherosiderites with intercala
tions o f medium to thick bedded glauconitic sandstones.
From West to East the amount o f sandstones increased. As 
the result the following calcareous nannoplankton zones in 
the Budzów Beds were determined: zones NP 19 20 NP21 
NP22 in the Budzów section zones NP23 and NP24 in the
Małastów section and NP21 NP22 NP23 and NP24 in the
Olchowiec section.
In the studied area the youngest deposits o f the Magura
Nappe belong to the Zawada Fm. documented on the south
ern periphery o f the Nowy Sącz Basin. This formation was
found in the Nowy Sącz 4 borehole (Fig. 18) as well as in 
the Zawada (Oszczypko et al., 1999b) and Biegonice sec
tions (Oszczypko Clowes 2000). These deposits up to 200
thick are represented by marly claystones marls pelosider
ites and glauconitic sandstones. This formation occurs at the
boundary between the Raća and Bystrica zones. Its relation
to the Malcov Fm. however has not been recognised yet. In 
both sections the youngest calcareous nannofossil assem
blages belong to the zone NN2. This age was confirmed by
the foraminiferal study of Malata who determined zone N5
in the Zawada section (see Oszczypko et al., 1999c).
PALAE EC L GY
Late Eocene  ligocene global climate changes
The Palaeogene may be seen in a general sense as a
transition period between the globally warm (non glaciated)
Late Cretaceous and cooler (glaciated) Neogene and Pleis
tocene. Eocene and Oligocene were periods o f major
change in ocean circulation and the global climate. This
caused a significant turnover in marine (Haq et al., 1977; 
Savin 1977; Keigwin 1980; Keller 1983; Keigwin &
Corliss 1986; Oberhänsli & Hsü 1986; Shackleton 1986; 
Boersma et al., 1987; Rea et al., 1990)  as well as in terres
trial biotas (Chaney 1940; Leopold & MacGinitie 1972; 
Kemp 1978; Wolfe 1980  1985; Wolfe & Poore 1982; 
Retallack 1986).
Changes in the ocean surface temperature during the
Palaeogene are characterised by a steepening of the surface
temperature gradient (Shackleton & Boersma 1981; Keig
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marily a result o f the cooling o f high latitude surface waters.
The actual decrease in high latitude surface water tempera
ture was estimated as much as 7 10°C during the Palaeo
gene (Shackleton & Kennett 1975; Savin 1977; Boersma
et al., 1987). The bottom water temperature also fell from
12 13 C in the Early Eocene to 8 9 C in the Late Eo
cene and 3 4 C in the earliest Oligocene.
The climate modelling sensitive studies o f Sloan & Bar
ron (1992) suggests that Palaeogene climatic changes occur
due to the increasing elevation o f continents (Andes Hima
layas) as well as due to changes in surface water tempera
ture. A decrease in water temperature was also observed in
areas where elevation was minor or even non existent
(Europe East Asia North East America North Australia).
The results o f Sloan & Barron modelling (1992) reveal that:
1 the rising mountains produced cooler temperatures
in areas o f orogenic uplift as well as surface water tempera
ture changes even in the regions free from tectonic activity 
2 changes in the sea surface temperature associated
with the steepening of latitudinal surface water gradients 
had a great influence on the continental climate. High lati
tude continental temperatures were decreasing distinguisha
bly during the winter time whereas increased only moder
ately during the summer. As Sloan & Barron (1992) ob
served the decrease of summer temperatures in high lati
tudes and the latitudinal increase o f the surface water gradi
ent mirror the condition o f establishing and maintaining ice
at high latitudes.
The initiation as well as the continuous growth of ice
on Antarctica could have been the result o f gradual global
cooling coupled with the uplift o f continental areas even
situated away from Antarctica. This was also due to steep
ening surface water temperature gradients caused by the
progressive isolation of Antarctica from warmer low lati
tude surface waters (Prothero & Berggren 1992). Before
the Oligocene Drake passage between South America and
Antarctica was opened (see Golonka et al., 1994)  changing
the ocean circulation from meridional to circum Antarctic.
This caused an increase in humidity and an increase o f rain
falls which was accompanied by the continuous decrease in
temperature. Such a condition allowed ice accumulation.
Palaeoecological response of the calcareous
nannoplankton
Species diversity. For the Budzów Ropica Małastów 
Folusz Naściszowa and Leluchów sections the transition
between the Upper Eocene and Lower Oligocene was docu
mented. The analysis o f autochthonous calcareous nanno
fossil carried out for the above mentioned sections is show
ing a distinct decrease in the species diversity. According to
Andreyeva Grigorovich & Savitskaya (in print) the maxi
mum amount o f species (140) was observed for the Middle
Eocene and decreased in the Late Eocene. It was confirmed
in the studied sections where in the Upper Eocene (NP19
20) the total amount of species is no more than 30. From
such a diversified assemblage in the zone NP 19 20 Di 
coa ter barbadien i and Di coa ter  aipanen i became
extinct. This event was followed by the extinction of Eric
 onia formo a and Pemma ba quen i in N P21 and by Er
ic onia  ubdi ticha (Roth & Hay) Reticulofene tra um
bilica. Reticulofene tra hillae Bukry & Percival Reticulo
fene tra reticulata, Helico phaera reticulata Bramlette &
Wilcoxon in the zone NP22. Finally in the zone NP23 spe
cies o f I thmolithu recurvu , Lanternithu minutu , Di 
coa ter tanii, Di coa ter tanii nodifer Bramlette & Riedel
and Chia molithu oamaruen i disappeared. At the same
time in the zone NP18 appears Orthozygu aureu , Chia 
molithu oamaruen i , Helico phaera euphrati , and in
NP19 20 Tran ver oponti obliquipon (Deflandre). Be
tween the zones NP21 22 no new species appeared. The
evolutionary first appearance took place as high as the
lower limit ofNP23. The new species are as follows Reticu
lofene tra ornata, Reticulofene tra lockerii and Tran ver o
ponti  fibula, and their first occurrence is associated with
the progressive isolation o f the Paratethys. Reassuming in 
the Late Eocene two species disappeared and four new spe
cies appeared whereas in the Early Oligocene ten species
became extinct and only three had their first occurrence.
One could conclude therefore that the Early Oligocene is
characterised by badly diversified nannofossil assemblages
and by the lowest rate o f species in the whole Palaeogene.
Haq (1971 1973) and Bukry (1978) provided evidence o f a 
strong relationship between calcareous nannofossil diver
sity and the temperature of the ocean water throughout the
Palaeogene. According to these authors the low diversity is
associated with a lower temperature and vice versa. There
fore the decline in diversity that the calcareous nanno
plankton underwent from Middle Eocene to Early Oligo
cene is a clear indication o f global climatic changes.
T em perature. Calcareous nannofossil biogeographic
studies were first carried out by Haq & Lohman (1976) who
showed that the distribution of nannofossil assemblages 
like that o f modem Coccolithophoridae (McIntyre & Be 
1967; Okada & Honjo 1973)  is a function o f latitude 
hence of climate.
The calcareous nannofossil analysis carried out for the
Budzów Ropica Małastów Folusz Naściszowa and Lelu
chów sections (Figs 1 35) enables this work establish that 
the Late Eocene assemblages were dominated by Dictyo
coccite bi ectu , Cyclicargolithu floridanu , Reticulofen
e tra umbilica, Coccolithu pelagicu , Eric onia formo a
and Reticulofene tra callida. All of these species except for
the Eric onia formo a and Reticulofene tra callida are typi
cal temperate water indicators (Wei & Wise 1990). The
only warm water species are Eric onia formo a, Di coa ter
barbadien i , Di coa ter  aipanen i which became extinct
by the end of NP21 (Eric onia formo a) and NP 19 20. At
almost the same time new cold water taxa had their first oc
currence in NP18 (Chia molithu oamaruen i ) and in
NP 19 20 (I thmolithu recurvu ). It is also characteristic
that large Chia molith such as Chia molithu giga and
Chia molithu grandi (Bramlette & Riedel) are rare or
practically absent at higher latitudes. This is probably an in
dication that cold waters eliminate large coccoliths creating
a favourable environmental condition for small and simple
shaped coccoliths (Bukry 1971).
The abundance pattem of I thmolithu recurvu is quite
characteristic occurring sporadically in NP 19 20 and
reaches a maximum in zone NP21. For the majority of stud
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ied sections species o f Chia molithu oamaruen i rarely
occurred. The exception is the Folusz (Figs 1 35) section
where this species occurred very frequently. Another cold
water indicator Reticulofene tra callida is characteristic
and abundant for zones NP 19 20 and NP21. In other ways
the assemblages are characterised by the presence o f both
temperate (Dictyococcite bi ectu , Cyclicargolithu flo r i
danu , Coccolithu pelagicu , Coccolithu eopelagicu ) and
typically cold water taxa such as I thmolithu recurvu , Re
ticulofene tra callida, Reticulofene tra lockerii, Reticulo
fene tra ornata (Wei & Wise 1990). The latter two species
had their first occurrence in NP23 zone which also proba
bly indicates a drop in the temperature of water masses. It is 
also important to mention that the assemblages of Budzów 
Ropica Małastów Folusz Naściszowa and Leluchów sec
tions are scarce in species o f Helico phaera, Sphenolithu 
and Di coa ter (Figs 1 35). The species o f Helico phaera
are known to prefer shallow and warm water masses (Bukry
etal., 1971; Haq & Lipps 1971). The most abundant and di
versified assemblages o f Sphenolithu are characteristic of
lower latitudes. At the middle latitudes the abundance and
diversity drop by 50% whereas at higher latitudes the sphe
noids are virtually absent (except Sphenolithu moriformi ).
Both the latitudinal abundance and the diversity pattern of
sphenoliths indicate a preference for warm waters.
Therefore Eo Oligocene assemblages from the Magura
Basin were dominated by mid latitudinal species. All warm
water taxa became extinct by the end of NP21. At the same
time from zone NP21 onwards there is a distinct increase in
cold water taxa. As it was proven above the changes in nan
noplankton assemblages reflect a decrease in water tem
perature.
Salinity. The distribution of Reticulofene tra omata,
Tran ver oponti fibula and Tran ver oponti latu is lim
ited both in space and in time (Nagymarosy & Voronina 
1992). According to Nagymarosy & Voronina (1992) these
species are characteristic for the brackish water environ
ments and limited to the Paratethys. The above mentioned
association is strictly characteristic for zone NP23. In the
studied section of the Magura Basin endemic species were
found in the Małastów Olchowiec and Leluchów sections.
So far Tran ver opnti latu was sporadically found. Rare
Tran ver opnti fibula are observed in the Olchowiec and
Leluchow sections. The low diversity assemblages in the
Olchowiec and Leluchów sections are characterised by an
abundance o f Reticulofene tra ornata. At this point it is im
portant to state that the above mentioned assemblages do
not form monospecific association (highly dominated by
Reticulofene tra ornata) like that known from the East Pa
ratethys (Nagymarosy & Voronina 1992). It is also worth
noticing that Reticulofene tra ornata is less frequent in as
semblages from the Małastów section. This may be ex
plained by the more significant dispersion o f calcareous
nannoplankton in turbidite deposits. With respect to those
assemblages described from the Małastów Olchowiec and
Leluchów sections (Figs 1 35) it is possible to prove that in
the higher part of NP23 there was a distinct drop in salinity
which led to the development of brackish water environ
ment. This event is associated with the complete isolation of
the Paratethys (Baldi 1980; Rusu 1988; Rogl 1999) and
can be traced in both in the Central (Chert Mbr and Dynów
Marl o f Menilite Fm. in Zdanice Pouzdrany unit see
Krhovsky 198 la b; Krhovsky et al., 1992) and East Parate
thys (Polbinian horizon see Nagymarosy & Voronina 
1992).
Near the NP23/24 boundary open marine calcareous
nannofossil assemblages have developed again. Zone NP24
of the Małastów Olchowiec and Leluchów sections as well
as the Nowy Sącz I borehole is characterised by the pres
ence o f rich and highly diversified assemblages dominated
by Dictyococcite bi ectu , Coccolithu eopelagicu , Coc
colithu pelagicu , Cyclicargolithu abi ectu , Cyclicargo
lithu floridanu , Helico phaera compacta, Helico phaera
euphrati , Helico phaera recta, Ponto phaera multipora,
Sphenolithu moriformi and Zygrhablithu bijugatu . At
the same time typical low salinity species (Tran ver opon
ti pulcher, Tran ver oponti pulcheroide , Tran ver opon
ti obliquipon , Reticulofene tra omata) are very rare or
even absent. Such assemblages indicate that at the turn of
NP23/24 normal salinity conditions in the Magura basin
were restored. At that time the connection between the Pa
ratethys and the North Sea as well as with the Mediterra
nean region was reestablished (see Baldi 1980; Rusu 1988; 
Rogl 1999).
T rophic resources. Most o f the Cenozoic calcareous
nannofossil species are currently regarded as temperature
significant (eg. Bukry 1973; Wei & Wise 1990). However 
it could be argued that the frequency of at least a few species
during the Early Eocene may be related more to the oligo
trophic condition than to the warm water environment. This
may suggest that the extinction in the Late Eocene could
have been determined by the loss of oligotrophic habitat
rather than by cooling alone. Similarly several Early Oligo
cene extinctions may be the consequence o f further
eutrophication in addition to the increased cooling effect
(Aubry 1992).
As disscused earlier Eo Oligocene calcareous nanno
fossil assemblages from the Magura Basin reflect a charac
teristic drop in the species diversity. The minimum was
reached in upper part o f Early Oligocene. These changes re
flect both a drop in surface water temperature as well as an
increase in nutrient concentration. The relationship between
high diversity and oligotrophy is reflected by the fact that
the nannofossil assemblages in marginal seas enriched in
nutrients are characterised by a much lower diversity in
comparison to open oceans (Okada & Honjo 1975). With
regards to the Palaeogene evolution o f calcareous nannofos
sil it is difficult to separate the role o f both factors because:
1. Intensified circulation and the mixing o f water
masses (Boersma et al., 1987)  caused a gradual cooling and
increasing eutrophication 
2. Temperature and nutrient content possibly stimulated
the growth of species and distribution within Coccolitho
phoridae.
The Early Oligocene assemblages from the Magura Ba
sin were dominated by Cyclicargolithu floridanu and Dic
tyococcite bi ectu . Species which are also common but to
a lesser extent include Ponto phaera multipora, Tran ver
 oponti pulcher, Tran ver oponti pulcheroide , Tran ver
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ing to Aubry (1992) and Krhovsky et al. (1992) these are
species which indicate the eutrophic condition. Oppositely 
Di coa ter tanii, D i coa ter tanii nodifer, Eric onia fo r
mo a and Reticulofene tra umbilica are species which re
quire a low nutrient concentration. The first two are very
rare whereas Eric onia fo rm o a and Reticulofene tra um
bilica became extinct in the Early Oligocene. Thus it is pos
sible to assume that Early Oligocene assemblages are en
riched in species which prefer high nutrient supply.
C NCLUSI NS
1. On the basis of the research carried out for the se
lected sections it was possible to establish the litho and bi
ostratigraphy of the youngest deposits o f the middle part of
the Magura Nappe in Poland.
2. The nannofossil analysis allowed the Late Oligocene
age of the youngest deposits o f the Magura Nappe to be de
termined. These are Siary Zone NP24 (Budzów Beds) 
Raća Zone NP25 in (Malcov Fm.) and NP24 in the
Krynica Zone (Malcov Fm.). In the northern part of Krynica
as well as in the Bystrica zones the youngest so far depos
its belong to Upper Eocene (NP18 and NP19?) which
might be due to the post Badenian erosion.
3. The Lower Miocene (NN2) Zawada Fm. has been
discovered in the Nowy Sącz area on the boundary between
Raća and Bystrica zones. This formation probably over
lapped the older Upper Oligocene deposits.
4. At the turn of the Eocene a distinct differentiation of
sedimentary conditions took place in the Magura Basin. In
the southern relatively shallow and slowly subsided part of
the basin (Krynica Zone) pelagic Globigerina Marls were
deposited whereas in the northern more deepwater part of
the basin (Raća and Bystrica zones) high subsidence was
compensated by high turbidite deposition. During the Late
Oligocene (NP24) in both parts o f the basin the rate of sedi
mentation became more or less the same.
5. Since the Late Eocene a distinct change in the nanno
plankton assemblages was documented. This was mani
fested by a decrease in nannofossil diversity the increase of
medium and cold water taxa followed by a decrease in
warm water taxa. These changes reflect both the drop o f the
water temperature as well as the progressing eutrophication
of the Magura Basin.
6. In the Magura Basin as in the other parts of the Cen
tral and Eastern Paratethys zone NP23 is characterised by
the presence o f brackish water nannofossil which indicated
the maximum isolation o f that bioprovince from the oceanic
circulation.
7. At the end of Oligocene after the deposition of the
Malcov Fm. and Budzów Beds the Magura Basin was
probably folded partly uplifted and finally overthurst on to
the For Magura and Silesian units. This was probably fol
lowed by the Early Burdygalian transgression which par
tially flooded the Magura Nappe. The deposition of the
Lower Miocene (NN2) turbidite Zawada Fm. was con
nected with this sedimentary event.
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Streszczenie
BI STRATYGRAFIA I WARUNKI
PALE ŚR D WISK WE NAJMŁ DSZYCH
 SADÓW PŁASZCZ WINY MAGURSKIEJ NA
WSCHÓD  D SKAWY W  PARCIU
 NAN PLANKT N WAPIENNY (P LSKIE
KARPATY FLISZ WE)
Marta O zczypko Clowe 
W polskiej części płaszczowiny magurskiej najmłodsze osady
zachowały się na północy w strefie Siar oraz na południu w stre
fie krynickiej (Fig. 1 2). Na północy najmłodsze osady należą do
warstw z Budzowa na południu do formacji makowskiej. W stre
fie Siar obszary występowania warstw budzowskich mają charak
ter zwarty (Fig. 3 17). Po stronie słowackiej izolowane wystą
pienia formacji makowskiej znane są z wąskich stref synklinal-
nych na granicy stref krynickiej i bystrzyckiej oraz bystrzyckiej i
raczańskiej. Najbardziej zachodnie występowanie formacji mal-
cowskiej w strefie raczańskiej znane jest z okolic Nowego Sącza
(Fig. 18 26). W strefie krynickiej formacja makowska ograniczo
na jest do izolowanych brachysynklin które są usytuowane w stre
fie przypienióskiej na wschód od Popradu oraz z okolic Nowego
Targu (Cieszkowski & Olszewska 1986) (Fig. 27 34). Zarówno w
części północnej jak i południowej najmłodsze osady należą do
późnego oligocenu. Pozwala to sądzić  iż pomimo istotnych różnic
w wykształceniu facjalnym osadów deponowanych w północnej 
(warstwy budzowskie) i południowej części basenu (formacja mal-
cowska) czas zakończenia depozycji w obu częściach basenu był 
w przybliżeniu ten sam. Być może sedymentacja formacji mal-
cowskiej (NP25) zakończyła się nieco później od depozycji 
warstw budzowskich (NP24). Sedymentcja formacji z Zawady
(NN2) prawdopodobnie związana była z innym najmłodszym epi
zodem rozwoju basenu magurskiego. Obecność formacji makow
skiej oraz formacji z Zawady w Kotlinie Sądeckiej pod przykry
ciem utworów późnego badenu sarmatu może sugerować że 
obecne rozprzestrzenienie formacji makowskiej związane jest z
posarmackim wypiętrzeniem i ścięciem erozyjnym płaszczowiny
magurskiej. Sądząc z wieku odsłaniających się na powierzchni ut
worów najsilniej wypiętrzona i zerodowana została środkowa
część płaszczowiny magurskiej (między Dunajcem i Skawą)  a 
najsłabiej część wschodniosłowacka. Nie można jednak wyklu
czyć że brak śladów utworów późnoeoceńsko oligoceńskich w
północnej części strefy krynickiej oraz w strefie bystrzyckiej może 
wynikać z wcześniejszych uwarunkowań.
Badania nanoplanktonu wapiennego pozwoliły udokumento
wać wiek opisywanych utworów który mieści się w przedziale od
eocenu środkowego (NP 15) po późny oligocen (NP25) oraz
wczesny miocen (NN2) (Fig. 35). Z uwagi na częstotliwość wystę
powania i sposób zachowania nanoplanktonu wapiennego (Fig. 
36 42) najlepiej udokumentowane zostały profile w strefie Siar
oraz formacja makowska w Leluchowie (strefa krynicka). Naj
większym ubóstwem nanoplanktonu odznaczały się piaskowcowe
ogniwa formacji magurskiej. Dodatkowym czynnikiem utrudnia
jącym badania tej formacji był spory udział form redeponowa
nych. Największa redepozycja przy równoczesnym obfitym wy
stępowaniu form autochtonicznych stwierdzona została w forma
cji z Zawady (por. Oszczypko et al. 1999b)  co świadczy o inten
sywnej erozji utworów eoceńskich na obrzeżeniu wczesnomio
ceńskiego zbiornika.
Granica eoccn/oligocen przebiega w obrębie poziomu NP21
tj. w obrębie margli globigerinowych w strefie krynickiej (Lelu
chów) w obrębie ogniwa popradzkiego formacji magurskiej w
strefie raczańskiej oraz piaskowców z Wątkowej warstw bu
dzowskich oraz warstw zembrzyckich (Fig. 43 44). W północnej 
części strefy krynickiej oraz w całej strefie bystrzyckiej poziom
ścięcia erozyjnego usytuowany jest poniżej tej granicy.
Analiza autochtonicznych zespołów nanoplanktonu wapien
nego płaszczowiny magurskiej wykazuje jednoznaczne zmniejsza
nie się zróżnicowania gatunkowego. W porównaniu ze środ
kowym eocenem ilość gatunków począwszy od późnego eocenu
gwałtownie się zmniejsza. Najniższym stopniem zróżnicowania
gatunkowego charakteryzują się osady wczesnego oligocenu.
Równocześnie zespoły umiarkowanych szerokości geograficz
nych zostały wzbogacone w gatunki zimnolubne. W jakim stopniu
zmiany te odzwierciedlają spadek temperatury wód oceanicznych 
a w jakim stopniu postępującą eutrofizację basenu nie jest możli
we do jednoznacznego rozstrzygnięcia. Niewątpliwie te same ga
tunki nanoplanktonu wskazują że w oligocenie w zbiorniku ma
gurskim następowała eutrofizacja stowarzyszona z oziębianiem
się wód powierzchniowych. W oligoceńskim basenie magurskim
najlepiej udokumentowane zostało zjawisko wysłodzenia. Pier
wsze oznaki zmian w zasoleniu zaznaczają się już we wczesnym
rupelu (NP22)  jednakże maksymalne wysłodzenie miało miejsce
dopiero w środkowym rupelu (NP23). Wydarzenie to można wią
zać z maksymalną izolacją Paratetydy (Baldi 1980; Rusu 1988; 
Rfigl  1999). W Leluchowie wysłodzenie zaznacza się w obrębie
łupków ze Smereczka (łupki menilitowe). Według Gedla (1999) w
przeciwieństwie do niżej leżących margli globigerinowych w łup
kach menilitowych zespoły palinofacji prawie całkowicie składają
się z elementów lądowych.
Odkrycie dolnomioceńskich sfałdowanych osadów w płasz
czowinie magurskiej wymaga modyfikacji dotychczasowych in
terpretacji paleogeograficznych. Istotne znaczenie ma wyjaśnienie
czy sedymentacja formacji z Zawady (NN2) odbywała się w
ciągłości z osadami oligoceńskimi formacji makowskiej i warstw
budzowskich czy też poprzedzona została fałdowaniami i erozją
(Oszczypko et al., 1999b). Wyjaśnienia wymaga również problem
połączenia zatoki mioceńskiej w Kotlinie Sądeckiej z Orawą ba
senami wiedeńskim i wschodniosłowackim.
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